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Abstract

The phenomenon of energy loss that occurs when an ion interacts with matter, also called stopping

power, has been investigated for more than a century, and has provided findings of interest. However,

reliable procedures for obtaining accurate experimental measurements and a fully theoretical com-

prehension of the process are tasks still in high demand by the scientific community. Moreover,

stopping power data are prerequisites in several applications in modern science, such as engineering,

ion implantation and modification of materials, damage to electronics devices (e.g. space radiation),

medical physics (e.g. proton therapy), among others. In this thesis we i) develop a rigorous experi-

mental protocol to measure stopping power with high precision, and ii) investigate1 the collapse of

the free electron gas (FEG) model in energy loss of light ions (protons) at a low energy range in

transition and rare-earth metals. In the first part, we present an approach to obtain, with high accu-

racy, the stopping cross sections in the pure materials Al and Mo for protons in the energy range of

[0.9−3.6] MeV by means of the transmission method. The traceability of the sources of uncertainties

are fully evaluated and the final accuracy of the results is 0.63% (0.32% rand. and 0.54% syst.) for

Al, and 1.5% (0.44% rand. and 1.4% syst.) for Mo, with both results primarily limited by the quality

and homogeneity of the stopping foils. For Al, this high accuracy represents an improvement com-

pared to the results obtained in previous studies and serves as a benchmark for our procedure. The

most important sources of uncertainties were random - the uncertainty in the peak positions and in

the Gaussian fits; and systematic - the non-uniformity thickness of the foils (a special procedure was

developed to correct this). Even though the final uncertainty for Mo is higher than for Al, our results

improve on the amount of data currently available for the energy range considered. Both data sets

are compared with the most commonly employed theoretical models and Monte Carlo codes in the

literature. In the second part, electronic stopping cross sections of nontrivial solids, that is, transition

and rare earth metals (Ta and Gd) for slow protons are experimentally investigated, and the data were

compared with the results for Pt and Au, to understand how energy losses in these metals are cor-

related with electronic band structures, and to understand the failure of the FEG model predictions.

The higher stopping powers found for Ta and Gd cannot be explained by means of the FEG model;

however, these effects are successfully correlated with the high density of states (DOS) of both the

occupied and unoccupied electronic levels in these metals. For the case of Gd, the experimental data

are extended in the energy range until the Bragg’s peak is reached. The two parts of this thesis were

published in Physical Review A 93 022704 (2016), and in Physical Review Letters 18 103401 (2017),

respectively.

1As suggested by Prof.Dr. Peter Bauer from Johannes Kepler University, Austria.
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Resumo

O fenômeno de perda de energia quando um ı́on interage com a matéria, também conhecido como

poder de freamento, vem sendo investigado por mais de um século, gerando grandes descobertas.

Entretanto, conseguir obter medidas experimentais com alta precisão, ou elaborar um completo en-

tendimento teórico dos processos de perda de energia são tarefas extremamente difı́ceis e ainda muito

requeridas pela comunidade cientı́fica. Além disso, dados de perda de energia são pré-requisitos em

várias aplicações e ramos da ciência moderna, tais como: engenharia, implantação e modificação de

materiais, danos em dispositivos eletrônicos (radiação espacial), fı́sica médica (próton terapia), etc.

Esta tese tem dois focos: i) desenvolver um rigoroso protocolo experimental para medir stopping

power com alta precisão e ii) investigar2 a quebra de validade do modelo de Gás de Elétrons Livres

(FEG) para a perda de energia de prótons lentos em metais de transição e terra raras. Na primeira

parte apresentamos uma abordagem experimental para obter com alta precisão o poder de freamento

em materiais puros (Al e Mo) para prótons no intervalo de energia de [0,9−3,6] MeV pelo método

de transmissão. A rastreabilidade das fontes de incerteza foi determinada e as incertezas finais en-

contradas foram: 0,63% (0,32% aleat. e 0,54% sist.) para Al e 1,5% (0,44% aleat. e 1,4% sist.)

para Mo, ambas devido a qualidade e homogeneidade das folhas freadoras. Para Al, esta acurácia rep-

resenta um avanço comparado com publicações anteriores e, assim, serviu como uma referência de

nosso procedimento. As mais importantes fontes de incerteza foram: aleatória incerteza das posições

dos picos e dos ajustes Gaussianos e sistemática não-uniformidade das folhas-alvo (um procedimento

foi desenvolvido para corrigir isso). Embora a incerteza final do Mo é um pouco maior do que do Al,

nossos resultados ajudaram a complementar a baixa quantidade de dados disponı́veis para o intervalo

de energia considerado. Ambos conjuntos de dados foram comparados com os mais comuns mod-

elos teóricos e códigos de Monte Carlo na literatura. Para a segunda parte, poder de freamento em

metais não tão comuns tais como transição (Ta) e terras-raras (Gd) para prótons com baixas veloci-

dades foram experimentalmente investigados, e os dados comparados com resultados de Pt e Au, a

fim de entender como o stopping power destes metais está correlacionado com as estruturas de bandas

eletrônicas, e assim tentar explicar a falha do modelo de FEG. Os altos valores das perdas de energias

encontradas para Ta e Gd não puderam ser explicadas pelo modelo de FEG, e portanto foram cor-

relacionados com a densidade de estados (DOS) em ambos os nı́veis ocupados e não ocupados destes

metais. Para o caso do Gd, os dados experimentais foram estendidos em um intervalo de energia

até alcançarem o pico de Bragg. A primeira parte desta tese foi publicada na Physical Review A 93

022704 (2016), e a segunda parte na Physical Review Letters 18 103401 (2017).

2Como sugerido pelo Prof.Dr. Peter Bauer da Johannes Kepler University, Áustria.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When an accelerated ion1 hits a target and thereafter starts to penetrate through the matter, the

ion will experience a retarding force (i.e. stopping force) due to the interactions with the nucleus

and the electrons of the target’s atoms. This retarding force will make the ion lose its energy while

slowing down inside of the target. This process of energy loss−dE per unit of path length dx is called

Stopping Power2.

Stopping powers of light ions in matter have been pushing the interest of the scientific community

for over than 100 years, and proving interesting findings. To illustrate the most relevant achievements,

a time-line chart of stopping power research is shown in Fig. 1.1. The first experimental evidences of

stopping power was reported in∼ 1900 by Curie [1] with the results from her apparatus to detect alpha

particles from a radiative source after they have passed through thin metallic films and have lost part

of their energy. This experience is considered by many authors as the beginning of Nuclear Physics

as well. Few years later, Thomson has given an important contribution to this field by publishing

the first attempt to treat this process theoretically [2, 3] and even nowadays most of stopping power

symbolisms found in the literature come from his paper. Practically at the same period, Rutherford

published his famous papers about the scattering cross sections and his idea about the atomic model [4,

5]. In the mid-nineteen’s, Bohr made a correct suggestion that the stopping power process could be

divided in two distinct contributions: the so called nuclear stopping power and the electronic stopping

power [6, 7]. According to the chart of Fig 1.1, the research field of stopping power has a long history,

and therefore more details beyond of this chart is out of the scope of this thesis, but as a suggestion,

1Ion is defined as an atom (or molecule) in which the total number of electrons is not equal to the total number of
protons, thus a net positive (when one or more electrons are missing) or net negative (when it has one or more electrons)
charge. The most common ions, considering only atoms, might be divided in two main groups: (i) “swift ions”, such as
protons H+ and alphas He+, and (ii) the so called “heavy ions”, such as: Lin+, Cn+, Sin+, Cln+, etc. In the last group, n
denotes the ionic state of the ion n = 1,2,3, ...

2There is another concept of Stopping Power outside of the Nuclear Physics, and its related with the ability of a
weapon to cause a ballistic damage to a target and immediately incapacitating the target to continue acting or moving (and
thus stopping it).
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a more complete review can be found in the first chapter of the Ref. [8].

Even though more than a century of extensive investigation has passed, the process of energy

loss3 still configures an active field in modern science and technological applications. Precise and

quantitative measurements with ion beams are required in material science and engineering [9, 10,

11, 12], medical physics (radiotherapy) [13], ion implantation and modification of materials [14], and

also in practically all Ion Beam Analysis (IBA) techniques [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Current research

may be divided in two main categories: i) measuring accurate and reliable stopping power data, and ii)

improving fundamental physics models, in other words: stopping power is a prerequisite for precise

validation of theoretical models.

Reliable and accurate stopping power data are of paramount importance as input parameters in

IBA techniques. IBA are amongst the few techniques capable of measuring elemental composition

in materials with high precision, non-destructively, in a model independent approach and generally

without the need of certified samples [21]. In the special case of self-consistent IBA [22], where sev-

eral ion beam techniques are used on the same sample, various spectra are processed and simulated

simultaneously and the description with the highest chance to be correct (determined by maximiza-

tion of the likelihood function including all spectra) is elected to represent the sample [23]. Thus,

the accuracy of the fundamental parameters used to simulate all the spectra is critical to yield the

convergence of the fit. An inter-comparison of seven depth profiling IBA codes, sponsored by the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) [24], has demonstrated that the most important factor

affecting spectral shape is the absolute value of the stopping powers and cross-sections used as input

in those codes: this has also motivated the current needs for accurate and traceable stopping power

data.

Accuracy in IBA techniques is strictly related with the budget of uncertainty of the measurements.

A comprehensive discussion about the importance of the uncertainty budget in IBA is given in the

work of Sjoland et al. [25]: an analysis of only one IBA technique can easily be wrong when the

budget of uncertainty is not taken in account or is missing. In fact, to achieve an accurate IBA

(i.e. with an error around 1%), the required experimental data on stopping powers need to be equally

accurate and must therefore be retrieved from reliable databases. As a practical example, Jeynes et

al. [26] and Colaux et al. [27] recently demonstrated the capability of a sample quantification from an

RBS spectra with ∼ 1% of overall uncertainty, taking full advantage of the precision of the stopping

power of protons in Silicon (0.8% for 1.5 MeV proton energy [27], a rather exceptional case)4.

3There is a convention in literature concerning the nomenclature of stopping power. When referring to the ion, one
should use energy loss; however, when talking of target, it is preferred to use stopping power.

4Unfortunately, several common practices reporting measured stopping powers go against such needs. For example,
most experimental results quote errors that are not justified by a discussion of the uncertainties and its traceability, or are
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Another growing application that requires a precise evaluation of stopping powers is cancer ther-

apy using proton or other ion beams. Since most tumors are commonly localized in the interior of the

patient’s body and because the rate of energy loss of protons and ions present a maximum close to end

of their penetration path (the Bragg’s peak), the use of these beams is becoming a prominent technique

in the treatment of deep tumors by maximizing the energy deposition at a proper depth, consequently

reducing the damage on the surrounding healthy tissues. To achieve such a high level of control in the

planning of the irradiation sessions, highly accurate stopping powers are needed [28]. Several levels

of difficulties to obtain reliable and accurate stopping powers in organic tissues need to be overcome

and we see two main routes approaching the problem. The first is the most straightforward one:

measuring the stopping powers in biological samples. However, preparing suitable targets is difficult

because of the heterogeneous nature of biological tissues, being nor solid neither liquid [29, 30, 31].

Limandri et al. [32] have recently reported the energy loss of H+ and He+ in hydroxy-apatite films (a

proxy for bones), providing experimental data with sufficient precision to verify, in details, the valid-

ity of the additivity rules. A second route is to select mono-elemental materials, that can be prepared

in thin films under well controlled conditions, to measure the stopping powers with high accuracy and

with very well quantified uncertainties to provide a stringent test of advanced theoretical models, that

might be afterwards applied in the analysis of more complex samples. Undoubtedly more accurate

radiotherapy sessions using ion beams is closely related with better knowledge, and accurate data, of

the stopping power.

Concerning the theoretical approaches and the validation of the current models on stopping power,

Paul et al. [33] argue that in spite of several efforts over the years to achieve a full description of the

stopping powers, this has not yet been attained and for the specific case of low energy beams, there are

still unsolved disagreements between the theory and experimental results even for proton and alpha

projectiles. For example, the most commonly used code for calculating the stopping power of protons

and ions in materials, the Stopping and Ranges of Ions in Matter (SRIM) developed by Ziegler and

collaborators over several decades [34, 35], has an overall accuracy for all elements not better than

∼ 6.0% for proton and alpha beams. In a more recent work, Paul et al. [36] argue that below 30

MeV/u, SRIM results are on average ∼ 6% higher than experimental results for heavy elements and

∼ 5% lower for light ones. Concerning modern computer simulations and analysis codes used to

process IBA data, this issue is not much different: Mayer et al. [37] argue that the SIMNRA code

did not undergo major improvements in its formalism in its last versions, except by internal database

updates. They also state that the uncertainty of the stopping powers is often the major source of

given only in plots (not in a tabular form) or, last but not least, are given as a deviation relative to some specific theoretical
model.
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uncertainties in the simulation of IBA spectra [37]. A comprehensive comparison of most advanced

theories that most commonly use codes to calculate stopping powers against experimental results

with thoroughly quantified uncertainties is a task that never has never been undertaken. Only partial

benchmarks are scattered around several papers and we have no means to revert the situation in the

present thesis: we will only provide one limited evaluation of some of the most widely used programs.

The energy region of few MeV covered here is particularly difficult for protons because it contains the

transition from an intermediate energy region, where the Varelas-Biersack parametrization is valid, to

a high energy one, where the Bethe-Bloch equation is appropriate.

In this sense, the present thesis aimed to investigate the energy loss process in two main aspects of

current interest: i) development of a protocol for accurate and precise (∼ 1% of uncertainty) measure-

ments of stopping powers in most materials ii) the evidence of correlations of energy losses with the

electronic structure of the target. The first was done by measuring the stopping cross sections of Al

and Mo foils for protons in the energy range of [0.9−3.6] MeV with high accuracy and traceability

of the sources of uncertainties, using the transmission method. The second was done at the Johannes

Kepler University (JKU) in Linz, Austria, under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Peter Bauer. Energy

loss of protons in polycrystalline Ta and Gd where experimentally investigated and have revealed a

dependence with the density of states in both occupied and unoccupied bands, below and above of the

Fermi energy, respectively. For Gd, the energy range measured was extended to cover the maximum

stopping region, enabling investigations therefore around of the Bragg’s peak.

This thesis is structured as follows. In Chap. 2 we describe the theory of the energy loss processes,

covering from the most used semi-empirical parametrization (Sec. 2.1) to the so called simplified

models (Sec. 2.2). More realistic models, i.e. based more on physics concepts than on parametrization

rules, are describe in Sec. 2.3, ranging from low energy regime in Sec. 2.3.1 to the high energy range

dominated by the Bethe-Bloch formalism, as showed in Sec. 2.3.2. Finally, in Sec. 2.3.3 we present

the most recent attempts to theoretically treat the energy loss processes adopting linear and non-linear

approaches.

The main results of this thesis are described in two consecutive chapters: 3 and 4. In Chap. 3, high

accuracy stopping power measurements of Al and Mo for protons. For this purpose, the experimental

method is described in Sec. 3.1, the results are presented in Sec. 3.2, the comparison with theoretical

models are shown in Sec. 3.3. In particular, the advantages using the transmission method are pointed

out in Sec. 3.1.1, the beam energy calibration and all the necessary corrections, including the Pulse

Height Defect (PHD), are discussed in Sec. 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, respectively. The effects of the PHD

in the energy loss measurements are discussed in Subsec. 3.1.4. The excellent energy stability of

the 1.7 MV tandem accelerator at the University of Sao Paulo (USP) enabling precise measurements
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is demonstrated in Subsec. 3.1.2. We paid special attention to fully characterize our samples: we

experimentally determined their impurities and corrected our results using the Bragg’s rule while also

proposing a clever method to correct for local non uniformities of the foil thickness, see Sec. 3.1.5 and

Sec. 3.1.6, respectively. The results for Al and Mo are compared with 131 and 46 other experimental

data from literature, respectively, in Sec. 3.2.1 and the budget of uncertainties is detailed in Sec. 3.2.2.

To compare our data, we used the Varelas-Biersak parametrization to subtract the common gross

behavior: the determination of its parameters is presented in Sec. 3.2.3. A complete comparison to the

calculated stopping cross sections using the most widely adopted programs (SRIM 1985, SRIM 2013,

PSTAR, CASP 5.2) and the Monte-Carlo codes from the Geant series (Geant 3 and Geant 4) is given

in Secs. 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, respectively. We present our data in tabular form available online as a

supplemental material [38] to contribute with the international stopping cross sections database.

In Chap. 4 we presented the results obtained in collaboration with the experimental group under

supervision of Prof. Dr. Peter Bauer from Johannes Kepler University (JKU), Austria. The energy

loss of protons in an ultra-low energy range was obtained for Ta and Gd. The results have showed

a high value of the stopping power unpredicted by the free electron gas (FEG) model, and this be-

havior could be linked to the electronic structure of these class of elements (transition and rare earth

metals). The initial data showed in Sec. 4.1.1 are the first experimental evidences found in literature

of the failure of the FEG concept, and we particularly spent special attention to elements belonging

to the noble metal class (Au and Ag for instance). In Sec. 4.1.2, we correlated the deviation of the

FEG model with the band structure of these elements, especially because the bonded d-electrons of

these metals are somehow participating in the energy loss mechanisms. In sequence we have shown

experimental energy loss measurements of H+ ions in Ta and Gd in Sec. 4.2. Particularly, the exper-

imental procedure and its advantages is described in Sec. 4.2.1, the experimental results are shown

in Sec. 4.2.3 and the discussions about the failure of the FEG model for these elements are done in

Sec. 4.2.4.

The final conclusions and future perspectives are presented in Chap. 5. Finally, further scientific

production and other achievements obtained during the period of this thesis are briefly summarized in

Chap. 6. The content of the Chap. 3 was published in Physical Review A (2016) [39] and the content

of the Chap. 4 was published in Physical Review Letters (2017) [40].
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals of the energy loss process

The energy loss (or stopping power) is defined as an averaged energy loss −dE per unit path

length dx that an ion will suffer when traversing a target mainly due Coulomb interactions with

electrons and constituents of the nucleus of the material. The energy fraction transferred from the

ion to the electrons of the atoms (by inelastic collisions) is called of electronic energy losses, while

the energy fraction transferred from the ion to the nuclei of the atoms (by elastic collisions) is called

of nuclear energy losses. The total ion energy loss is therefore a combination of these two processes

dE
dx

=
dE
dx

∣∣∣∣
e
+

dE
dx

∣∣∣∣
n
, (2.1)

where dE
dx

∣∣
e represents the electronic energy losses and dE

dx

∣∣
n represents the nuclear energy losses.

For the vast majority of nuclear experimental applications and for the topics addressed in this

thesis, the most dominant contribution to the total energy loss rises from the electronic term. The

nuclear contribution, more relevant in specific applications like damage evaluation or ion implan-

tation in solids, becomes important only when the ion velocity is extremely small1. Another com-

petitive process could be the radiative stopping power, which is very important for electrons due to

bremsstrahlung emissions, is negligibly small for protons and alpha particles studied in this thesis,

because this effect is inversely proportional to the square of the mass of the charged particle [41].

In the ion energy range used in this thesis, the electronic stopping dominates over all the other stop-

ping forces that might be acting on the system by two or three orders of magnitude, which allows

us to considerate only electronic contributions to the stopping power. Thus we will drop the prefix

“electronic”, and henceforth we are always referring to the electronic contribution.

Stopping power has a peculiar nature of assuming different forms according to the ion energy.

1As an example, if we consider the nuclear stopping of water, it will contribute < 1% to the total stopping for energies
> 20 keV for protons and > 150 keV for alpha ions [41].
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Thus, it is commonly split in three different categories, according to the ion energy (or ion velocity):

i) a region of low energies where the energy loss is, or tends to be, directly proportional to the ion

velocity, ii) a region of “intermediary” energies, where the process assumes its maximum value (called

the Bragg’s peak) and iii) a region of high energies, where the ion energy loss is proportional to the

logarithm of the ion energy in the medium. In Figure 2.1 we show the energy loss of protons in

silicon according to SRIM 2013 [35], and the three main dominant regions are highlighted. The small

contribution from nuclear stopping power is also shown (dashed-dotted line).
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Figure 2.1: Total stopping cross section of silicon (continuous line) for protons particles, as the sum of the
contributions from the nuclear stopping (dashed-dotted line) and electronic stopping (dashed line), according
to SRIM 2013 [35]. The stopping power was divided into three main regions (see text for more details). Notice
the small contribution from the nuclear stopping in comparison with the electronic stopping.

Stopping powers might be expressed in different units depending on the target density unit. When

the stopping power is expressed in units of [10−15eV cm2/atoms], it is called as stopping cross section:

SCS = 1
n

dE
dx , where n denotes the target atomic density. In this work, the SCS unit has been adopted

as standard unit2.

Modern theoretical models are being constantly developed and improved to reproduce with better

accuracy the experimental results of SCS. Nowadays, the current models in literature may be clas-

sified in three categories: i) semiempirical approaches, ii) simplified models, and iii) full ab initio

calculations. They will be discussed in the following sections.

2It is a common practice, specially in experimental works, to calculate the stopping power in units of [10−15eV
cm2/atoms], because this unit does not depend of the target density, avoiding an unnecessary source of uncertainty. The
nomenclature of SCS comes from the unit of area in the numerator.
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2.1 Semiempirical models

Semiempirical models consist on the parametrization of the stopping power, that can describe

reasonably well the data with relatively few free parameters, which are not calculated from first prin-

ciples but rather determined by fitting energy loss measurements. Examples of models belonging to

this category are: SRIM [35], PSTAR [42] (for proton particles), ASTAR [43] (for alpha particles)

and Geant [44] and they have been selected for a comparison with the experimental results in Sec. 3.3.

Being semiempirical, these models can never be better than the data used to determine their parame-

ters: their accuracy is related to the expression used and to the kind of filtering in the stopping power

database.

2.1.1 SRIM code

The most widely used program for calculating stopping powers is the SRIM (acronym for Stop-

ping and Range of Ions in Matter) developed for over more than thirty years by Ziegler and several

collaborators [34, 35, 45, 46]. It is a semiempirical model that describes protons, alpha particles

and heavy ions in essentially all targets, covering an energy range from 10 eV/u to 2 GeV/u. SRIM

code considers both electronic and nuclear stopping3. The first version of SRIM from 1985 is fully

open and the formula as well as the source code can be found in the book by Ziegler, Biersack and

Littmark [34]. Major improvements were undertaken in 1995, 1998 and 2003 [35, 46].

In the 1985 version, the stopping power for all ions is calculated by using the effective charge

approach treated with a parametrization inspired by the Brandt-Kitagawa theory [47] to reduce it to

the stopping power of protons in the same material and with the same velocity (see Sec. 2.3.2). The

protons energy loss is determined by a parametrization, similar to the Varelas-Biersack expression (see

Sec. 3.2.3), fitted to the experimental data [34]. The 1995 version added a more accurate description

of the energy loss for protons above 10 MeV/u by adopting a Bethe-Bloch like formula with shell-like

corrections following the original Andersen-Ziegler approach [45]. The continuity between the parts

below and above 10 MeV/u was ensured by appropriate constraints of the parameters. The shell-like

corrections were implemented using a forth order polynomial in ln(E), where E is the proton kinetic

energy. The change from a Varelas-Biersack like expression to a Bethe-Bloch like was motivated by

the strange high energy behavior of the former E−1, when compared to the latter β−2, being β = v/c

the relativistic parameter (see Sec. 2.3.2). All the free parameters were adjusted to experimental data

and are continuously improved from one version to the next.

Ziegler has compiled one of the best databases of published measurements (the list of the refer-

3Again, the nuclear stopping is negligible in the ion energy range presented in this thesis
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ences before filtering is available in Ref. [48]) and this is possibly one of the greatest strengths of the

SRIM. Unfortunately, the evolution of SRIM is hard to follow, because the code ceased to be open

after 1995, and further changes are not being provided by Ziegler anymore. Further comments about

the SRIM can be also found in the work of Mangiarotti et al. [49], where they have used the SRIM

code for the case of low energies and heavy ions. A most recent and complete discussion about SRIM,

including misconceptions impairing the validity of its stopping power tables, has been done in details

by Wittmaack [50]. The stopping powers calculated with the first version of SRIM from 1985 and the

most recent one from 2013 [48] are tested against experimental data in Chap. 3.

2.1.2 PSTAR and ASTAR codes

Similar to SRIM are the compilations presented by the web databases PSTAR and ASTAR. They

are calculated stopping powers, ranges and related quantities, for protons and helium ions, developed

by members of a committee sponsored by the International Commission on Radiation Units and

Measurements (ICRU), and published in a report under the number 49 in 1993 (called ICRU 49) [41].

These web databases can be found in Refs. [42] and [43] for protons (PSTAR) and alpha particles

(ASTAR), respectively.

In their standard configuration, both databases provide the energy loss of H+ and He+ particles

in 74 different materials for 133 different values of ion energies, ranging from 1 keV to 10 GeV

for protons, and for 122 different values of ion energies, ranging from 1 keV to 1 GeV for alpha

particles. Expert options enable these databases to interpolate the data tables for any other energy

grid between these limits. This type of web-printed table relies on the necessity of the community

to quickly and easily access computer-readable databases of the desired data. This characteristic of

PSTAR and ASTAR is very evident when we take a look in the list of the 74 available elements (called

NIST materials): only 24 of them are elemental targets, like C, Al, Mo, Gd, etc, while the rest are

compound materials like: air, plastics (Kapton, Mylar, Lucite, Scintillators, etc), water (liquid and

vapor), bones, muscles, tissues, etc. In this work, we have used the PSTAR code to compare to our

experimental results in Chap. 3.

2.1.3 Geant 3 and Geant 4 codes

The Geant toolkit (acronym for “GEometry ANd Tracking”) is a general purpose Monte Carlo

code widely employed to simulate the passage of particles (photons, electrons, protons, charged

hadrons, high–Z ions and neutrons) trough matter, covering a wide energy range. The Geant series

were developed to model the response of the big and complex detectors installed at the CERN LHC
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accelerator, and for this reason, the main emphasis is on high energy particles [51]. More recently,

however, it is being used in medical physics and has been used for space applications as well. Here,

we want to test these models and verify its accuracy in the energy range of interest for IBA. Specific

improvements to model the energy loss of heavy ions, mostly based on the ICRU 73 [52] report, in-

troduced by Lechner et al. [53, 54], as well as special extensions of Geant 4 for the evaluation of dose

effects at the cellular level (Geant4-DNA [55]) and for simulating the response of microelectronic

devices to radiation (Geant4-MicroElec) were recently added, but will not be covered here.

Here, our focus are the energy loss of protons in the few MeV energy range calculated with the

common framework available in the standard and low-energy extensions of Geant 4 version 10.1

released in December of 2014. In Geant 4, the energy loss of a singly charged generic hadron with

kinetic energy Ehadron is given by the stopping power of a base particle using a scaling relation to the

base particle kinetic energy Ebase as

Ebase = Ehadron
mbase

mhadron
, (2.2)

where mhadron and mbase are the masses of the hadron and base particle, respectively. For all singly

charged hadrons with spin, with positive or negative charge, the base particle is a proton or an an-

tiproton, respectively [44].

Geant 4 uses for the energy loss of protons a more or less semi-empirical parametrization, which

is divided, for reasons of accuracy, into a lower and an upper region, separated by a limiting kinetic

energy Elim [44]. The two functions, SCSL(E) and SCSH(E), are combined into a single continuous

curve SCS(E) by

SCSL(E) E ≤ Elim

SCSH(E)+(SL(Elim)−SH(Elim))
Elim

E E > Elim

. (2.3)

The default value of Elim is 2 MeV, almost in the middle of the energy region covered by the

present data. The high energy part SCSH is given by the Bethe-Bloch expression with the I taken

from the ICRU 37. SCSH includes several improvements: a) the shell correction (the same model as

in the ICRU 37), b) the Bloch and Barkas corrections following the original work by Bloch and the

theory by Ashley, Ritchie and Brandt, respectively, again as in ICRU 37, c) the density correction

using the treatment by Sternheimer [56, 57] in ICRU 37, d) the Mott correction [58, 59] and e) a finite

size correction [59]. Effect e) accounts for the charge distribution inside each hadron and violates the

simple scaling law given in Eq. (2.2), but it is important only above several GeV, and is of no concern

here. Effects c) and d) are only relevant for high velocity projectiles. More details can be found in the
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Geant 4 physics reference manual [44]. For the comparison and discussion against the experimental

data in Chap. 3, a) and b) are the most important corrections. Besides, the implementation of Geant 4

agrees with the ICRU 37 and with the ICRU 49, i.e. the CERN collaboration decided to follow the

same procedures to calculate stopping powers as in the ICRU reports. Below Elim, where atomic

structure details become increasingly important invalidating the Bethe-Bloch theory, two choices are

provided by Geant 4 depending on how the material is defined. If it is selected from a predefined

default list of 74 materials (the NIST materials), the PSTAR parametrization is adopted. If the mate-

rial is manually defined by its elemental composition, the Varelas-Biersack parametrization (V-B) is

automatically selected, with the coefficients taken from the ICRU 49 report. In the Geant 4 implemen-

tation, the stopping power for hadrons is calculated inside the electromagnetic process G4hIonisation,

which turns on the models G4BetheBlochModel and G4BraggModel to calculate SCSH and SCSL, re-

spectively.

It is clear that calculations belonging to this category can never be better than the data used to

determine their parameters. Thus, the accuracy of the models here presented is related to their

parametrization as much as to the care devoted in their database compilations. Another feature is

straightforward: the parameters are, or should be, frequently updated as more recent and reliable

measurements when become available. In this sense, it is not possible to say how precise a model

belonging to this class is, but indeed only outcomes from some specific versions can be tested and

their accuracies reported.

2.2 Simplified models

This category of models contains more grounded theoretical approaches where some approxima-

tions are still required. In some cases, not all of the quantities entering in the calculations are obtained

from first principles, but are determined from fits to the experimental data. The main difference with

the previous family relies on the fact that simplified models typically have a better defined physical

meaning. For example, in the Bethe-Bloch theory (see Sec. 2.3.2), the mean ionization potential I is

determined by adjusting experimental stopping powers [60]. The code called CASP [61] belongs to

such category and it is one of the few codes available for free.

2.2.1 CASP code

CASP (acronym for Convolution Approximation for Swift Particles) is a code built on the Pertur-

bative Convolution Approximation (PCA) and on the improved Unitary Convolution Approximation
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(UCA) developed by Schiwietz and Grande [61, 62]. The trajectory of the projectile colliding with a

target atom is approximated by a straight line, and it is equivalent to neglecting the nuclear stopping

power. Hence, it is characterized uniquely by an impact parameter vector b, and in an independent

electron description, the convolution approximation gives the contribution SCSk(b) of the k-th elec-

tron to the stopping cross section as

SCSk(b) =
∫

d2r⊥Tk(b− r⊥)
∫

dr‖ρk(r⊥,r‖) , (2.4)

where the distance vector to the nucleus r has been decomposed in two parts: one perpendicular

r⊥ and one parallel r‖ to the impact parameter vector b (see Refs. [61, 62] for more details). The

second term
∫

dr‖ρk(r⊥,r‖) is the integrated charge density of the k-th electron along the impinging

projectile trajectory. The quantity Tk(be) is the average energy transferred to the k-th electron by

the projectile when its impact parameter relative to the electron is be = b− r⊥. T (be) represents

most of the physical content of the model and can not be calculated in closed form without further

approximations.

Schiwietz and Grande proposed an analytic formula, called Perturbative Convolution Approxima-

tion (PCA) [61], that can correctly reproduce the exact high energy limits; moreover once inserted

into Eq. (2.4) and integrated over all impact parameters, it gives in the high velocity limit the Bethe

formula. As in the Bethe formula, the knowledge of the energies and the oscillator strengths of the

transitions for each sub-shell of the target atom are necessary in the expression of Tk(be). If this

information is not supplied to the program, Tk(be) is obtained from an approximation requiring only

the binding energy of each subshell and the mean ionization potential I of the Bethe-Bloch formula.

In a later work [62], Schiwietz and Grande further improved the expression of Ti(be) in such a way

that once inserted into Eq. (2.4), and integrated over all impact parameters, giving the Bloch formula.

This is called Unitary Convolution Approximation (UCA) and is the recommended default choice

to compare with experimental data. Finally, the expression of Tk(be) in the UCA was recently [63]

improved to incorporate corrections related to the Barkas and Shell ones, already discussed.

The last parameter entering the calculation of the stopping power in CASP is the charge state of

the projectile: a parametrization of the measurements is generally used [64], while in some cases the

experimental values are taken directly [63]. Moreover, CASP allows the user to specify the charge

state, an option that can be quite useful in situations where the equilibrium4 is not present. The

stopping powers calculated with the recent version 5.1 are also tested against the present experimental

4Here equilibrium refers to the charge state of the ion when it is in low velocity inside of the target. In this regime,
the ion might not be completely striped and therefore further corrections in the model must be taken into account. This
effect is better discussed in Sec. 2.3.1.
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data that are presented and discussed on the Chap. 3.

2.3 Fully theoretical models

Fully theoretical models for stopping power is a subject of research since the beginning of the

Nuclear Sciences. Some of these models were already indicated in the chart in Fig. 1.1, and currently

they may be classified in three categories: i) models for high energies, like the Bethe-Bloch, ii) models

for the low energy regime, like the Free Electron Gas model and iii) a more recent attempt of stopping

power evaluation based on non-linear approaches. For the sake of completeness, models of the third

group seem to be able to calculate stopping cross sections continuously ranging from low up to high

energies, including the Bragg’s peak.

2.3.1 Low energy: FEG

Low energy means the ion velocity is less than the Fermi velocity of the electrons in the solid, less

than the average velocity of the electrons at the Valence band. Thus, when vion� vF , the ion interacts

with the electrons at the valence band of the target, and the ion energy loss is usually represented by

a model based on Free Electron Gas (FEG) concept.

Fermi and Teller were the first to calculate the energy loss of slow ions using the FEG concept [65].

Their pioneering approach predicted a simple proportionality of the stopping power with the ion

velocity v, and the final equation can be written as5

dE
dx

=
2Z2

1
3π

ln
(

π

αFT rs

)
v , (2.5)

where v is the particle speed, αFT = (4/9π)1/3 and rs is the one-electron radius rs = (3/4π ne)
1/3,

with ne being the electron density.

Some improvements on the model of Fermi and Teller were proposed by Lindhard, Scharff and

Schiøtt [66, 67], resulting in the LSS theory: their approach can be used to estimate the threshold

velocity where the nuclear stopping becomes important to the energy loss process [68]. Lindhard,

Shcarff and Schiøtt successfully found a final integral equation where the electron plasma density

around the particle path produces a more accurate and a little higher value for the energy loss than the

one predicted by Fermi and Teller6.

5We have adopted atomic units e = h̄ = me = 1, unless when explicitly quoted.
6A good example is the Fig 2 from the work of Mangiarotti et al. [49]: a comparison between the Fermi-Teller and

the LSS theories and a better accuracy for the LSS theory was verified
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Nowadays, this expression is commonly written as function of the friction coefficient Q, that

gathers all the “constants” terms from the right side of Eq. 2.5. Thus, Q = Q(Z1,rs) and the stopping

power is expressed as

dE
dx

= Q(Z1,rs) v . (2.6)

Stopping powers proportional to the ion velocity at low energies (vion < vFermi) have been experi-

mentally observed for several ion-target combinations [69, 70]. In a recent paper of Primetzhofer and

Bauer [71], experimental proton energy losses in potassium chloride KCl in a wide energy range were

measured, and the results are reproduced in Fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Panel (a): SCS KCl for H+ and D+ ions. The symbols represent the experimental data obtained
from two different experimental approaches (LEIS and RBS), the dashed and doted line are evaluations from
the SRIM code assuming the Bragg’s rule for elemental K and Cl elements and the continuous line is a Ziegler-
Biersack parametrization fitted over the experimental data (see Sec. 3.2.3). Panel (b): same data from (a), but
now as function of projectile velocity, especially for low energy regime (data from LEIS), highlighting the
velocity dependence of the SCS. A good agreement between data and theory is observed. Figure removed and
adapted from Ref. [71].

According to the Fig. 2.2, at higher energies, i.e. above 100 keV/u, a good agreement between the

predictions of SRIM (dashed line) and the Andersen and Ziegler fit (see Sec. 3.2.3) (dotted line) can

be seen. For the compound, they have used a 1 : 1 mixture of K and Cl, and at lower energies, the ex-

perimental SCS data present a good agreement with SRIM 1985 by optimizing the fit parameters (full

line). Again, it is a procedure that seems similar to the one detailed in Sec. 3.2.3. The difference ob-

served between the SRIM (dashed line) and the optimized fit was attributed to the different electronic

structure of valence electrons of the KCl compound with respect to the elemental standards used in

the parametrization of SRIM. The stopping cross section exhibits a maximum around 75 keV/u. At

lower energies, a proportionality with the ion velocity is observed in panel (b). In fact, this plot shows

the data as a function of the ion velocity and an almost a linear ion velocity in a pretty good agreement
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with Eq. 2.6. Note that, due to the scatter of data and the absence of measurements at velocities . 0.1

a.u., a possible change in the velocity dependence cannot not be ruled out. However, it might be as-

sociated with a failure of the FEG proportionality at this regime: since the FEG model only considers

valence electrons (free electrons), the other weakly bounded target electrons might take part of the

energy loss process7. This is only a qualitative interpretation, a deeper discussion about failures of

the FEG concept is done in Chap. 4.

But in a general point of view, this model has achieved good agreements with a lot of experimental

data during many years, however, this theory does not have the same accuracy of the Bethe-Bloch one

(see Sec. 2.3.2). The first complication of this model arises from the fact that slow ions traversing

a target may either capture or lose electrons of the target, partially neutralizing itself. Thus, the

projectile charge Z1 is thereby reduced to an effective charge Z∗1 < Z1, and the stopping power is

generally reduced [72]. While the Bethe-Bloch formalism requires a constant charge state for the ion

Z∗1 = Z1, it does not happen when the particle starts to be slowing down into the material, and this

effect is responsible to separate the two theories. Bohr has initially suggested that the electron orbital

velocities would be the critical parameter able to induces these fluctuations [73], and two decades

later Northcliffe [74] wrote an explicit form for the effective charge as

Z∗1 = Z1−Z1 exp

[
− v

v0 Z2/3
1

]
, (2.7)

where v0 is the Bohr velocity (v0 = e2/h̄ = 25 keV/u). Note that this expression returns Z∗1 = Z1 when

the ion velocity is higher than v0 as already discussed above. As an example, applying the Eq. 2.7 for

protons at 529 keV, it would represent 99% of stripped ions, and for He+, the same percentage for Z∗1

would be reached at 840 keV.

The partial particle neutralization indicates somehow where “high velocity” regime starts, and

when the particle nuclear charge is unshielded by the orbital electrons. For light ions, H+ and He+, the

Bethe-Bloch theory is usually assumed to hold for energies above 1 MeV/u [60]. Besides the effective

charge being an important factor behind the FEG theory for slow ions, this theory also depends on the

characteristics of the medium. At low ion velocities, besides the only valence electrons of the target

contribute to the electronic stopping processes, as already discussed, another important process that

may starts to be part of the energy loss mechanism is the density of states of the target (DOS), that

may rise significant deviations from velocity proportionality. It is discussed in Chap. 4.

7At low energy regime, the SCS also may be displayed as a function of the ion velocity divided by the Bohr velocity
v/v0 in atomic units [a.u.], instead of be expressed as a function of the ion energy in [keV]. This unit conversion is
adopted for low energies to evidence the linearity of the stopping power with the ion velocity. For comparison, the range
of [0.1−1.0] a.u. means [0.25−25] keV for H+ and [1−100] keV for He+.
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Another full ab initio stopping power calculations can be found in the work of Fernandés-Várea

and Arista [75], where they also proposed an analytical formula for the stopping power of low energy

ions in a free-electron gas, but through to the dielectric formalism and using the Lindhard dielectric

function. Their alternative analytical formula (see Eqs. 21 and 23 in Ref. [75]), may be practical for

quick estimates of SCS for slow projectiles in an inhomogeneous FEG, evaluated using Local Plasma

Approximation (LPA) [75]. Montanari et al. [76] have successfully derivate a theoretical procedure

that beyond of calculate the stopping power, their analytical approach is also able to predicts the

energy straggling parameter. However, the use of these complex methods are rather difficult and so

far are not widespread, mainly because they have never been implemented in freely available codes,

easy to evaluate them. Comparison of this models with experimental data remains beyond the scope

of this thesis.

The collection of experimental data for low velocity energy losses, compared to those one for high

energies, is apparently smaller and this lack of experimental data of stopping power at this low energy

regime is as a consequence of two issues: i) one is intrinsic and is related to the impact-parameter

dependence b of the energy loss at low energies, and ii) the other one is extrinsic and is related to

the thickness and impurities of the target. The combination of these two issues turns low energy SCS

measurements much more complicated than the measurements at high energies. This partially also

explain the high dispersion of the published data for low energy and around of the Bragg’s peak (see

the SCS plots of the international database in [77]).

2.3.2 High energy: Bethe-Bloch

When an incident heavy particle of charge Z1 traveling at velocity v approximates of a light sta-

tionary electron target with charge Z2, mass me at an impact parameter b, the incident particle, as

consequence of small “impulses”, will experience a repulsive force deviating from its original tra-

jectory. Thus, in the classical Bohr approach, the transverse momentum impulse, ∆P, to the light

electron is [60]

∆P =
∫

∞

−∞

E⊥(t)dt =
2Z1

bv
, (2.8)

where E⊥(t) is the transverse electrical field (we adopted |e|= 1). The energy transferred is then

∆E =
∆P2

2me
=

2Z2
1

me v2
1
b2 . (2.9)

This expression assumes that the electron does not move much relative to the impact parameter, b.
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To obtain the stopping power dE
dx , this transferred energy must be integrated over all possible impact

parameters, b. Assuming the target is made of atoms of atomic number, Z2, the energy loss per target

atom is [60]

dE
dx

= 2π Z2

∫
∆E(b)bdb =

4π Z2
1 Z2

2
me v2 ln

(
bmax

bmin

)
. (2.10)

The Eq. 2.10 represents an electronic mean energy loss −∆E per unit path length ∆x of an ion

with charge Z1 passing through a material with charge Z2, as function of its impact parameter b and

considering a Coulomb potential. The next step is discussing the integration limits (maximum and

minimum) for the impact parameter.

The integral of this expression diverges as bmin→ 0, so it is necessary to argue a minimum impact

parameter, bmin. The maximum energy transfer is for a head-on collision, and using the Rutherford

two-particle elastic scattering to estimate the closest distance of approach for a head-on collision, we

found a minimum distance of bmin ∼ Z1/m2 v2 [60]. Considering now the ion is moving far away, we

could assume, in principle, that bmax→∞. However it would also create a divergence in the Eq. 2.10.

For distant collisions, if the interaction is long compared to the orbiting frequency of an electron, the

collision will become adiabatic and no energy will be transferred. This suggests a cutoff when the

collision time becomes longer than the orbital frequency, bmax∼ v/w, where w is the orbital frequency

of the electrons. Thus, replacing both bmin and bmax in Eq. 2.10

dE
dx

=
4π Z2

1 Z2

me v2 ln
(

2me v3

Z1 w

)
. (2.11)

The Eq 2.11 is known as Bethe equation (non-relativistic version) found in 1930. With time,

several corrections have been added in the Bethe equation. For example, the relativistic version, also

found by him in 1932, was added using the relativist parameters: E = γ M1 c2 and γ = 1/
(
1−β 2)1/2,

with β = v/c, leading to the Relativistic Bethe equation. In 1933, Bloch gave a contribution to

this formula associating the orbital frequency w with the mean ionization potential of atoms IBloch,

obtaining the so called Bethe-Bloch formula8. Since nowadays more accurate values of I as a function

of Z2 are found in literature, the use of such moderns values, as for instance, those ones found in the

ICRU 37 [78] and ICRU 49 [41] tables, yields better results than the use of the approximation initially

proposed by Bloch.

Other important corrections were proposed by Fano [79, 80, 81, 82], and represent the two most

important corrections besides the relativist term: the shell correction C/Z2 (discussed below) and the

8The quantum parameter IBloch, introduced by Bloch in 1933, represents the averaged excitation potential per atom-
electron. Theoretical calculation of the mean ionization potential has a long history. However, Bloch has originally
estimated it (approximately) as IBloch ∼ 11.4 Z2 [eV]. Note used anymore (see text).
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density effect δ/2. Thus, the Bethe-Bloch equation can be written as

dE
dx

=
4π Z2

me v2 Z2
1

[
ln
(

2mv2

I

)
− ln

(
1−β

2)−β
2− C

Z2
− δ

2

]
. (2.12)

Shell corrections are more important to energy loss of H+ in the energy range of approximately

[1− 100] MeV, and can reach a maximum correction of 10%. It corrects the Bethe-Bloch equation

by considering that the particle velocity is far greater than the bound electron velocity. As the ion

velocity decreases from relativistic energies, the collisions between ion-target need to be considered

for each orbital energy of the target’s electron to obtain accurate stopping powers. Shell corrections

have been calculated using various approximations, all producing approximately the same results

and are effective in correcting stopping powers. There are two main approaches used to evaluate

the shell corrections: the Hydrogenic Wave Functions and the Local Density Approximation [60].

Density effects are related to a very high energy relativistic particle, and its energy loss has been

found to be slightly less than predicted using the relativistic form of the Bethe-Bloch equation. The

difference between theory and stopping data was found to increase at higher energies and in denser

medium. As an example, for protons at 1000 MeV in a photographic emulsion, the measured proton

stopping power was less than predicted by about 1%. At higher energies, e.g. 8 GeV, the difference

reached 7% for the emulsion, and 8% for stopping in more dense graphite. The density effect is

only an important correction if the kinetic energy of the particle exceeds its rest mass (for instance,

Mproton ∼ 938 MeV/c2) [60].

Rewriting the Eq. 2.12 in a simpler form helps to add further corrections, and for this purpose we

adopted the Stopping Number notation L(β ): all the parameters in brackets showed in Eq. 2.12 will

be replaced by the so called Primary Stopping Number L0

L0 (β )≡
[

ln
(

2mv2

〈I〉

)
− ln

(
1−β

2)−β
2− C

Z2
− δ

2

]
, (2.13)

where all the previous corrections are now inside of the Primary Stopping Number L0.

There are other two corrections that are also important and are called as corrections of higher

order with respect to the Z1. One is the Barkas correction Z1 L1(β ) and the other one is the Bloch

correction Z2
1 L2(β ). The first Z1 L1(β ) correction was proposed by Barkas in 1956. Positive pro-

jectiles tend to pull electrons towards its trajectory, while negative particles tend to repel them and

even though Barkas has measured this difference with high precision, the correction factor found was

only 0.36% [83]. Ashley and co-authors proposed a useful parametrization for this correction at high

energies, based on a Harmonic Oscillator approach (see the Eq. 33 of Ref. [60]). Ziegler derivate a

Barkas correction through fits to the experimental data quite close to that one initially proposed by
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Ashley, and has the form [60]

Z1L1 ' Z1

0.001E ·
(

1.5
E0.4 +

45000
Z2 E1.6

)
0.001E +

(
1.5
E0.4 +

45000
Z2 E1.6

) , (2.14)

where E is the ion energy and has units of [keV/u]. Note that this expression goes to zero for both

low and high values of ion energy.

The next correction Z2
1 L2 was proposed by Bloch in ∼ 1933 and claims that the interactions

are like free particles, as also suggested by Bohr earlier, but only valid for larger impact parameters.

Unfortunately, this correction did not reduce to the Bethe-Bloch equation at the high energy limit [84].

Bichsel proposed a simple parameterization for the Bloch correction which accurately fits a wide

range of high velocity stopping data [85, 86]

Z2
1L2 '−(Z1α/β )2

[
1.202− (Z1α/β )2

[
1.042−0.855(Z1α/β )2 0.343(Z1α/β )2

]]
, (2.15)

where α is the fine structure constant α ≈ 1/137. Now, the Bethe-Bloch equation is written as

dE
dx

=C
Z2

β 2

[
L0(β )+Z1L1(β )+Z2

1L2(β )
]
, (2.16)

where C = 0.0005099, for stopping units [10−15eV cm2/atoms]. In Fig. 2.3 we show the energy loss

of H+ on Al for energies ranging from 1 keV up to 10 GeV, where all the contributions are displayed.

From the Fig. 2.3, we can see all contributions to the stopping power as a percentage of the

total stopping number L. The primary stopping contributions arise from the original Bethe-Bloch

equation 2.12 and its positive part are the terms dependent of ion velocity β , while the negative terms

are expressed by the mean energy potential, shell corrections and density effects. Considering the

range limit of this Bethe-Bloch model, the most important correction term for low energy is the Shell

correction. The Bloch correction contributes less than 1% to the SCS at all energies presented in this

figure. For very high energies, the only significant correction term is the density correction, which

contributes less than 1% for energies below 1 GeV/u.
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Figure 2.3: Stopping cross section of aluminum for protons with energies ranging from 1 MeV up to 10 GeV
evaluated according to the final Bethe-Bloch equation 2.16, taking in account all the stopping numbers: L0
Eq. 2.13, L1 Eq. 2.14 and L2 Eq. 2.15. The primary stopping number L0 was split between the positive term
which is function of β , and the other negative terms: mean energy potential 〈I〉, shell correction C/Z2 and
density effects δ/2. This figure was removed and adapted from Ref. [60].

2.3.3 Linear and non-linear approaches

When the ion velocity is higher than the velocity of the valence electrons in a solid, we have al-

ready discussed that a good description of the energy loss process can be done using linear theories,

i.e. perturbative methods similar to the Bethe-Bloch. However, when the ion is traveling with veloci-

ties lower than the Fermi velocity in a electron gas, the energy loss can be represented through mod-

els either similar to the FEG formalism, as previously described, or based on non-linear approaches,

i.e. non-perturbative methods. In this section we will introduce two examples of linear models us-

ing the Dielectric Formalism (DF), and one non-linear model based on the Extended Friedel Sum

Rule(ESFR). Recent comparisons between these models to experimental data are also discussed.

Dielectric Formalism is based on the Linear-Response theory which provides an unified descrip-

tion of the stopping power of solids as function of the projectile energy [87]: a linear behavior with the

velocity at the low energy, a maximum stopping power at the intermediate energy (the Bragg’s peak)

and a decreasing behavior of the stopping power at high energies in accordance to the Bethe-Bloch

theory. In this formalism, the stopping power for a material due to the passage of an ion with charge

Z1, mass M, energy E and velocity v is given by

dE
dx

=
M

π E

Z1

∑
q=0

φ(E)
∫

∞

0

[
Z1−ρq(k)

]2 dk
k

∫ kv

0
Im
[
−1

ε(k,w)

]
wdw , (2.17)
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where (h̄)k and (h̄)w are the momentum and energy transferred from the ion to the electron-target

system during the inelastic collision, respectively. φ(E) is the equilibrium charge state fraction of

the projectile and it is summed over all the possible charge states q of the projectile, characterized

by the Fourier transform ρq(k) of its electronic density9. The first characteristic of this model is the

decoupling between ion and target. The ion is represented by the energy E and also by its electronic

distribution (summation and first integral). The main argument of the energy loss in this model

belongs to the electronic excitation of the target, represented by the Energy-Loss Function (ELF):

Im
[
−1

ε(k,w)

]
, where ε(k,w) is the dielectric function that relates the momentum (h̄)k and energy (h̄)w

transfer, respectively [32].

As an example, if we take the classical dielectric function,

ε(k,w)' ε(w)' 1−
w2

p

w2 + iγw
, (2.18)

where γ is a positive infinitesimal number and wp is the classical electron gas plasma frequency (in

this case wp = (3/r3
s )

1/2), and replacing in the Eq. 2.17, the final result is the Bethe equation for the

energy loss of a system formed by charged particle with high velocity (v� vF ) [88],

dE
dx
∼ Z2

1
w2

p

v2 ln
[

2v2

wp

]
. (2.19)

Two completely independent versions and able to fully describe the energy loss in perturbative

approaches are known as Mermin Energy-Loss Function - Generalized Oscillator Strength (MELF-

GOS) [89, 90] and Shell Local Plasma Approximation (SLPA) [12, 91].

In the case of MELF-GOS, the excitation spectrum of the electrons is calculated by a fit to dielec-

tric responses (ELFs) called Marmin’s ELFs, and the Eq. 2.17 must to be numerically calculated for

each charge state of the ion and this kind of approach also conducts to another theoretical result for

the mean excitation energy I analogous that one used in the Bethe-Bloch formalism (see Eq. 2.12).

In the case of SLPA, the ELF is calculated separately for each sub-electronic shell of the target,

which might be mono-elemental or compound, where the shells are described as an electronic cloud

with a specific binding energy. For this purpose, Levie-Louie functions are preferred and wave func-

tions and binding energies have to be uploaded as entry parameters (generally, these parameters are

taken from Density Function Theory (DFT) calculations).

Concerning the non linear theory, an useful approach to describe the energy loss process is to

adopt usual transport cross section [92]

9For the state of charge of an ion described by the Dielectric formalism, a Brandt-Kitagawa approach is used [47],
similarly as Ziegler uses also for the SRIM code (see Sec. 2.1.1)
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dE
dx

= vF n0 vσtr , (2.20)

where n0 is the electronic density of the medium and σtr is the usual transport cross section, given in

terms of the scattering cross section by

σtr =
∫

dσ(1− cosθ) =
4π

k2
F

∞

∑
l=0

(l +1)sin2 (δl−δl+1) , (2.21)

where θ is the scattering angle at the ion referential and δl is the Phase Shift of the lth partial wave

of the scattering of the Fermi surface electrons using a shielded potential for the projectile. For low

velocity ions, the electron gas interaction will occur by scattering of the surface Fermi electrons and

this model can be solved using the Phase Shifts at the Fermi energy, which will conduct to a scattering

cross section for the energy loss. For a deeper discussion, see the section “Theory of Electron-Gas

Stopping Power” of Ref. [88]. Plugging the Eq. 2.21 in Eq. 2.20, the electronic stopping power of the

electron gas, according to the non linear theory, is

dE
dx

=
3v

vF r3
s

∞

∑
l=0

(l +1)sin2 [δl−δl+1] , (2.22)

where the Phase Shifts δl must be calculated numerically by solving the radial Schrödinger equation

d2ul

dr2 +

[
k2−2V (r)− l(l +1)

r2

]
ul = 0 , (2.23)

where V (r) is the interaction potential of the target. The main idea of the non linear model using the

Phase Shifts approach is to obtain the final stopping power calculating the Phase Shifts. However,

we must solve Eq. 2.23 by choosing an interaction potential. Usually, the interaction potential can be

chosen either Yukawa or Hydrogenic, respectively, written as

VY (r) = −Z1
r exp−αr

VH(r) = −Z1
(1

r +
α

2

)
exp−αr

, (2.24)

where α is a parameter that represents the Static Friedel Sum Rule (SFSR) [93] and has to be ad-

justed self-consistently [88]. The name “Static” is due to the work of Echenique et al. [88] where

they assumed that the ion is at rest in the material. However, an improved Dynamic Friedel Sum

Rule (EFSR) [94, 95] assumes that the ion has an arbitrary velocity (non relativist however) in an

homogeneous and degenerated electron gas and it has the following form
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Z1 =
2
π

∞

∑
l=0

(2l +1)Gl (v,vF)+Nb , (2.25)

where Nb is the number of electrons and Z1 is the ion charge. The parameter Gl is an integral calcu-

lated over a Fermi sphere at the limit of v→ 0, and it returns the usual SFSR

Z1 =
2
π

∞

∑
l=0

(2l +1)δl(vF)+Nb . (2.26)

As practical example, we can consider the work of Limandri et al. [96], where some applications

of these approaches (linear and non linear) against experimental data are discussed. In Fig. 2.4,

reproduced from [96], experimental stopping power results of Titanium Dioxide TiO2 for H+ and

He+ ions are plotted as function of the projectile energy, against evaluations from MELF-GOS and

SLPA (linear models) and against evaluation from TCS-EFSR (non-linear model). The evaluated SCS

using SRIM 2012 and adopting Bragg’s rule for Ti and O is also shown for comparisons.

It can be seen in Fig. 2.4 that SRIM 2012 SCS output agrees pretty well with the experimental

results for H+ and also for He+, even in the region around the maximum stopping. It means the

validity of the Bragg’s rule using the parametrization of SRIM 2012 for both elemental Ti and O

is preserved: they are elements with a lot of experimental data already available in literature and,

therefore, with a good probability of high accurate by SRIM. Three theoretical results are in good

agreement with the experimental data for H+ on TiO2 for energies higher than 200 keV; and for the

case of He+, the MELF-GOS evaluation is the one that agrees best with the data at energies higher

than 1500 keV. By the other hand, the non linear TCS-EFSR model represents the best choice to

reproduce the experimental data around and below of the Bragg’s peak, though it seems to be a little

higher than the experimental data.
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Figure 2.4: SCS of TiO2 for H+ ions (red circles, upper plot) and for He+ ions (red circles, lower plot), as
function of the ion energy. Other symbols (squares for H+ and triangles for He+) represent experimental data
in literature [96]. Blue dashed-dotted curve is the evaluated SCS using the linear MELF-GOES model. The
pink double-dashed-dot curve is the evaluated SCS using the linear SLPA model. Green dashed curve is the non
linear TCS-EFSR model (see text). Black continuous curve represents the SRIM 2012code using the simple
Bragg’s rule for both Ti and O elements. This figure was removed and adapted from [96].
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Chapter 3

High accuracy SCS measurements

In this chapter, we shown the first part of the results of this thesis: the stopping cross sections data

of protons in elemental targets: Al and Mo, obtained with an overall uncertainty of around 1%. These

accurate measurements include a complete analysis of all sources of uncertainties and comparisons

with theoretical models and simulation codes. We decided to select Al and Mo foils as targets since

the proton energy loss in Al has been covered by several independent publications [77] and has been

used here to benchmark our method and our way to estimate the uncertainties. The stopping power

of the Mo was essentially unmeasured in the energy range covered: there are only few data points

for Mo in the same database [77]. The choice of Al and Mo also aimed covering one low-Z and

one medium-Z case to test the theoretical models. This chapter has been published as an article in

Physical Review A (2016), and can be found in the Ref. [39].

3.1 Experimental procedure

3.1.1 Transmission method

The transmission method [97] was used to measure the energy loss of protons in absorber foils

in order to obtain the stopping cross section data. A primary proton beam collimated to 1.8 mm

diameter and with typical beam current of ∼ 10.0 nA, was first directed onto a very thin Au foil with

(94.3± 0.9) µg/cm2 areal density. The vacuum pressure in the scattering chamber was kept at (5±

1) ·10−6 Torr at all time. The Au-backscattered protons were collected on a Passive Implanted Planar

Silicon (PIPS) Detector located at the scattering angle of (120.0± 0.5)◦ as shown in the diagram of

Fig. 3.1 (a). The absorber foil was placed close to the detector in such a way that approximately

half of the detector active area was exposed directly to the Au-backscattered particles while the other

half, covered by the absorber foil, measured the protons after passing the foil and losing part of their
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energy, see Fig. 3.1 (b). Due to the slit size, the scattering angle can change at most by ∼ 0.1◦. This

value is smaller than the uncertainty associated with the detector position (±0.50◦).

H+

beam

PIPS Detector

Thin Au film

Absorber foil

Detector effective area

Collimators

Absorber foil

(b)

(a)

Collimators

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. (a) Relative positioning of the Au scattering foil,
absorber foil and PIPS detector. (b) Absorber foil in front of the PIPS detector.

The transmission method produces two peaks in the same energy spectrum: one of the Au-

backscattered protons, and the other at a lower energy, due to protons that passed through the absorber

foil. An example of typical transmission spectra is shown in Fig. 3.2. Both peaks were fitted using the

well known approach of Gaussian profile [98, 99, 100, 101]. The energy difference of the centroids

was used to determine the energy loss of protons passing through the foil. In the energy spectra shown

in Fig. 3.2 (a), the energy of the Au-backscattered protons is E ′1 = (2612.8±2.6) keV and the mea-

sured energy difference between the primary and the Al-transmitted peak is ∆E ′ = (142.21± 0.68)

keV. In Fig. 3.2 (b), the energy of the Au-backscattered protons is E ′1 = (2908.9± 2.8) keV and the

energy difference between the primary and the Mo-attenuated peak is ∆E ′= (133.1±1.1) keV. To get

the nominal energy loss ∆E from the measured ∆E ′, it is necessary to correct for the electronic gain of

the data acquisition system and the non linear response of the detector (dead layer and non-ionization

processes, see Sec. 3.1.3). The different peak heights in Fig. 3.2 are due to variations in the position

of the absorber foils, affecting the ratio of covered-to-uncovered detector areas in both data sets.

The advantages of the transmission method can be summarized as follows: i) the direct Au-

scattered proton peak was used to precisely calibrate the electronics and as a reference to determine the

energy loss in the absorber foil in each spectrum, this reduces the experimental uncertainty since the

offset in the energy calibration cancels out (see Sec. 3.1.4); ii) the position of the direct Au-scattered

peak can be used to continuously monitor, and eventually correct, any fluctuation of the beam energy
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Channel [arb.units]

Channel [arb.units]

Figure 3.2: Typical transmission spectra for Au-backscattered protons partially stopped in Al (top) and in Mo
(bottom) foils. The energy difference of the peaks is related to the stopping power of the Au-scattered protons
in the foils (see text). The peak heights difference is due to variations in the position of the absorber foils in
front of PIPS (see Fig. 3.1 (b)).

or of the electronics; iii) the stopping cross section is better determined because it depends only

on the difference of two PHD corrections at the two detected energies; iv) the stopping power is less

influenced by plural and/or multiple scattering, at least in the energy range considered here and finally,

v) because of the simplicity of the equations, tracking the uncertainties in the transmission method is

simpler than in the case of a typical backscattering experiment (see for instance See. 4.2.2).

3.1.2 Energy calibration

The measurements were carried out using the NEC-5SDH tandem accelerator of the Laboratory

of Material Analysis by Ion Beams (LAMFI) of the Institute of Physics of the University of São

Paulo1. The beam energy E0, was measured by the Generating Volt-Meter (GVM) of the accelerator.

The terminal voltage read by GVM, VGVM, was calibrated using several elastic backscattering (EBS)

1For more details about the LAMFI laboratory, see Sec. 3.2 of Ref. [102].
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resonant reactions [103], combining different beams, energies and targets, as presented in Table 3.1.

Since EBS resonant spectra are very sensitive to the projectile energy [21, 23], the true beam energy

has been determined by an appropriate procedure [104]. The accuracy of the results depends critically

on the quality of the reference cross-sections employed [22]. To avoid judging published resonant

reaction data, and following a recommendation of Colaux et al. [104] and Gurbich et al. [105], we

used the cross sections evaluated by SigmaCalc [105] that relies on well-established nuclear reaction

models fitted on selected experimental cross sections. This procedure provided calibration points all

over the energy range utilized in the present investigation, but may have introduced an overall non

statistical deviation (systematic error) if SigmaCalc values are found to be in error.

Table 3.1: Nuclear reactions used for the energy calibration of the GVM. The energy values of the resonance
were retrieved from SigmaCalc [105].

Reaction Energy [MeV] Beam VActual [MV]
Si(p,p)Si 1.670 H+ 0.825
Si(p,p)Si 2.095 H+ 1.038
C(p,p)C 1.734 H+ 0.857

O(α ,α)O 3.038 He+ 1.509
C(α ,α)C 4.258 He++ 1.413

The GVM reading VGVM and the actual terminal voltage VActual, in MV, are linearly related by the

following calibration function

VActual = aVGVM +b

E0 = 2 |e|VActual +Einj

, (3.1)

where Einj is the injection energy, from the bias power supply of the primary ion source. Einj

was previously checked and determined (20.00± 0.15) keV. The calibration parameters were a =

(0.982440±0.00061) and b= (0.01931±0.00067) MV. The precision of this procedure was checked

by successive repetitions yielding a standard deviation of ∼ 0.1% for all proton beam energies em-

ployed in this work.

The GVM stability was determined recording the GVM values for each measurement. A typical

example can be seen in Fig. 3.3. The mean standard deviation, in all sets of runs, was∼ 0.06%. Thus,

the mean final uncertainty in the incident beam energy was ±2.5 keV for both Al and Mo stopping

cross sections measurements.
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600

Figure 3.3: Record of the terminal voltage, VGVM, during one measurement of protons in Aluminum.

3.1.3 Detector calibration and PHD correction

The non-linearity of the energy-to-charge conversion of a PIPS detector has three main sources:

i) the energy loss in the passive entrance layer, ii) the existence of energy loss mechanisms that do

not lead to the formation of electron-vacancy pairs and iii) the incomplete collection of the generated

charge. The sum of all these contributions is called Pulse High Defect (PHD) [106, 107]. For protons

in the energy range of the present measurements, i) and ii) are the most relevant. The energy loss

in the dead layer ∆EDL of the detector, is the largest contribution to the PHD under typical IBA

conditions. This quantity is directly related to the dead layer thickness XDL and should be determined

independently. In the present work, XDL was measured previously, following the procedure described

elsewhere [107], and was found to be ∼ 450 TFU Silicon equivalent2. The second most important

contribution to the PHD, is the small fraction of the proton energy ∆ENI that is lost through nuclear

collisions to processes that do not lead to the formation of electron-vacancy pairs, mostly phonon

excitations [106]. In general, the evaluation of this correction is complicated because secondary

recoils can still produce electron-vacancy pairs and the full recoil cascade must be taken into account.

Here we followed the approach described by Pascual-Izarra and Barradas [107] setting

∆ENI = η

∫ Ei−∆EDL

0

Sn,det(E)
Sdet(E)

dE , (3.2)

where Ei, E, Sn,det(E) and Sdet(E) are the proton initial kinetic energy, the proton kinetic energy

during the slowing down, the proton nuclear stopping power and the proton total stopping power, re-

spectively. Obviously, Sn,det(E) and Sdet(E) must be evaluated for the detector material (in our case,

2TFU is the acronym for Thin Film Units and it is equivalent to 1015atoms/cm2.
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Silicon). Finally, η , also known as the Lindhard partition function, represents the fraction of the en-

ergy of the recoiling silicon ions that do not lead to electron-vacancy pairs during the development

of the full recoil cascade. Following Ref. [107], we assumed that η does not depend on the pro-

ton energy, but only on the combination of the impinging ion atomic mass number and the detector

material and we took the parametrization from the same work (see Eq. (4) of Ref. [107]). For the

nuclear and the total stopping powers of silicon, we adopted the SRIM 2013 values. The correction

∆ENI was evaluated numerically for each energy of the Au-scattered protons and Al-attenuated or

Mo-attenuated protons.

Once the PHD was known, the precise channel-to-energy conversion gain was determined using

a proton beam scattered by the thin Gold foil. The Au-scattered protons were detected at 120◦. For

each beam energy E1, the center channel of the Au-scattered peak was determined by a Gaussian fit

and plotted against its measured energy, corrected for the PHD, E ′1. The Au film was thin enough to

make the detector resolution the main peak broadening effect. The calibration parameters G and Off

were determined fitting the equation

E ′1 = E1−∆EPHD(E1) = GCh+Off . (3.3)

To compensate for any possible time drift of the electronics, this procedure was repeated every

day we took experimental data and the corresponding G and Off were always employed accordingly.

To give a quantitative feeling of the achieved precision for 25 different proton energies ranging from

1.0 MeV to 3.4 MeV the G value yielded (5.9474±0.0043) keV/channel.

3.1.4 Energy loss measurement

For the transmission spectra shown in Fig. 3.2, the nominal energy difference ∆E between the

Au-backscattered protons and the Al-attenuated protons was obtained taking the distance between the

centroids of the two peaks ∆E ′ and correcting them for the respective PHDs, by applying Eq. (3.3)

twice: once to the impinging proton without absorber (nominal energy E1 and measured energy E ′1)

and once to the proton after crossing the absorber (nominal energy E2 and measured energy E ′2)

E1 =E ′1 +∆EPHD(E1)

E2 =E ′2 +∆EPHD(E2)≈ E ′2 +∆EPHD(E ′2)
. (3.4)

The last approximation in Eq. (3.4) avoids solving numerically the implicit equation to obtain E2

from E ′2, and is a very good approximation at present experimental conditions. The true ∆E can be
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expressed in terms of the channel difference ∆Ch of the centroids of the two peaks

∆E ≈ G∆Ch+∆EPHD(E1)−∆EPHD(E ′2)

= G∆Ch+
(
S(E1)−S(E ′2)

)
XDL

+
(
∆ENI(E1)−∆ENI(E ′2)

) , (3.5)

where S(E1) and S(E ′2) are the silicon stopping powers at the energies E1 and E ′2 respectively, XDL is

the dead layer thickness and ∆ENI(E1) and ∆ENI(E ′2) are the corrections for the non-ionizing energy

losses at energies E1 and E ′2, respectively. By measuring simultaneously both peaks with the same

detector and the same electronics, the Off parameter cancels out in Eq. (3.5), increasing the accuracy of

the results. Furthermore, only the differences in the stopping powers and the non-ionizing energy loss

corrections, which are small, appear in Eq. (3.5) further reducing the impact of any inaccuracy in their

evaluation. To give a quantitative feeling, the PHD overall value is ∼ 0.10 keV and ∼ 0.095 keV for

the proton energies used for the Al and Mo stopping power measurements, respectively, accounting

for a correction of the stopping cross sections by 0.086% and 0.081%, respectively, as shown in

Table 3.3. By measuring the two peaks at the same experimental conditions, the transmission method

benefits from the cancellation of the Off parameter and the small contribution of the difference in the

PHD correction, since both peaks are reasonably close in energy.

3.1.5 Foil thickness and impurities

The thicknesses of the absorber foils were determined by measuring the mass-area ratio. The

mass was obtained by a high precision scale (Sartorius balance, model SE2), with nominal certified

accuracy of 100 ng (readability). The scale was recalibrated with (10.000± 0.001) mg standard

weight before use. The area measurement was done optically using a 15-MP professional camera

positioned 1 m away from the foils to avoid parallax effects. The areas of the foils were determined

from measurements obtained by processing 10 different pictures with ImageJ software [108]. The

thicknesses were found to be (1.5305±0.0038) mg/cm2 and (2.425±0.012) mg/cm2 for Al and Mo,

respectively.

The contaminants in both absorbers were quantified using Rutherford Backscattering Spectrom-

etry (RBS) and Particle-Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) techniques, both in a low-current and high-

integration-time regime. With RBS, it was possible to quantify the light contaminants (essentially C

and O) in both foils, and the conditions for these measurements were: (5.0±0.5) nA current and 3.4

MeV proton beam integrated to (8.0±0.4) µC and (16.0±0.8) µC for Al and Mo, respectively. The

backscattered protons were detected using a PIPS detector with a resolution of the 17 keV FWHM
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positioned at 120◦. A typical RBS spectrum for Al is shown in the Fig. 3.4 (a). With PIXE, it was

possible to quantify the heavy elements (Z > 13) in both foils, and the conditions for these measure-

ments were: (1.0±0.1) nA current and 2.2 MeV proton beam integrated up to (20.0±0.2) µC and

(10.0±0.1) µC for the Al and Mo foils, respectively. The characteristic x-rays were detected with a

Si(Li) detector (144 eV FWHM @ Mn-Kα ) positioned at 90◦. To enhance the detection of high Z and

low level impurities a Kapton filter with (86.4±0.1) µm thickness was placed in front of the X-ray

detector. According to XCOM [109], the attenuation factors for the Al-Kα and Mo-Lα characteristic

lines are ∼ 1.4 ·10−5 and ∼ 0.21, respectively. A typical PIXE spectrum, of the Al foil, is shown in

Fig. 3.4 (b). As a side note, the Kapton filter enabled the collection of a spectrum with high number

of counts without overloading the detector, which made the absorption edge of the Si(Li) gold contact

clearly visible in Fig. 3.4 (b).

  
  
 

Figure 3.4: Example of RBS (a) and PIXE (b) spectra of the Aluminum foil. The impurities level were obtained
from these techniques with a self-consist analysis (see text).

The RBS data were fitted using MultiSIMNRA software [110, 111] and adopting the SRIM 2013
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stopping powers. SigmaCalc cross-sections were used for C and O elements, and the cross-section

data by Chiari et al. [112] was assumed for Al, in the absence of SigmaCalc cross sections for this

combination of element and beam energy. For the other elements, the cross sections were supposed

to be Rutherford-like. For the Al foil the impurity concentrations were: C (0.986± 0.064)% and O

(0.687± 0.058)%. The Fe, Mn and Zn contaminations in the RBS spectrum are overlapped, hence

a combined RBS and PIXE analysis was used to quantify Fe (0.13013± 0.0041)%, Mn (0.0341±

0.0010)% and Zn (0.0098± 0.0021)%. The remaining elements (Ni, Cu and Ga) account for less

than 0.001% of the Al foil, with a negligible effect in the measurement of its stopping power. The

measured Al foil purity is (98.2±6.7) at.%. Using a similar approach for the Mo foil, the impurities

identified by RBS were C (1.86± 0.45)% and O (0.82± 0.19)%. The only impurity identified by

PIXE was a small concentration of Fe (0.00641±0.00024)%. The other remaining elements (Ni, Cu

and Ga) account for less than 0.001% of the Mo foil, and again the change in the Mo stopping power

was therefore negligible. The measured Mo foil purity is (97±18) at.%.

To calculate the effect of the impurities in the foils, we used the Bragg’s rule assuming SRIM 2013

stopping powers for the contaminants [48]. That correction affected the final stopping powers of Al

and Mo by 0.000017% and 0.0010%, respectively. Supposing an uncertainty of 5% in the SRIM 2013

data [36], the contaminants account for an uncertainty in the final stopping power of 0.000080% for

Al and 0.00011% for Mo. Though negligible, the contribution of this correction and its uncertainty

was included in the final uncertainty budget in Table 3.3.

3.1.6 Foil thickness non-uniformity

Since the aim of this chapter is to determine stopping cross sections with high accuracy, we found

that the foil thickness non-uniformity, hardly considered in other works, is rather important. The

method here adopted to experimentally correct for the non-uniformity is based on three steps: i)

for each absorber, three sets of stopping cross sections were measured in three different regions of

the foil, i.e. the position of the foil was slightly shifted relative to the PIPS detector, ii) the Varelas-

Biersack model for the stopping cross section was fitted to all three sets of data, assuming the nominal

(measured) target thickness, determining the free parameters A1, A2, A3 and A4 (see Sec. 3.2.3 for

more details), and iii) a free multiplicative parameter λi was applied to the target thickness of each

set, searching the best λi that minimizes the square difference of the i-th set keeping the previously

determined values of A1, A2, A3 and A4 fixed. A quantitative estimate of the foil thickness variability

is given by ∆λ = 1
2(maxλi−minλi). We found ∆λ = 0.46% and 1.3% for Al and Mo, respectively.

These non-uniformities are equivalent to ∼ 27 nm and ∼ 31 nm for Al and Mo, respectively. The
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procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3.5 for the Al foil. In Fig. 3.5 (a) the three sets of slightly displaced

points, corresponding to the three different regions of the target, can be clearly identified by eye. In

Fig. 3.5 (b), after the correction, they all merge into a single cloud without any visible systematic

trend.
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Figure 3.5: Example of the non-uniformity correction of the Al foil. The three sets of stopping powers measured
in three different regions of the target are shown in (a). The same three sets of data are displayed again in (b)
after correcting for the foil thickness non-uniformity.

3.2 Experimental results

3.2.1 SCS of Al and Mo

The main results of the present chapter are the experimental SCS of Al and Mo for protons in the

energy range of [0.9− 3.6] MeV measured in steps of ∼ 50 keV. The data are shown in Fig. 3.6 (a)

and (b), with their corresponding uncertainties. They were obtained by the ratio between ∆E from

Eq. (3.5) and λi ∆x determined as described in Secs. 3.1.4 and 3.1.6, respectively. In the transmission

method, the target average SCS is attributed to the mean energy Ē, according to
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Ē = E1−

∆E
2

SCS =
∆E

λi ∆x

, (3.6)

where the symbols have the same meaning as in Sec. 3.1. These equations are better than 0.05%,

whenever ∆E/E1 . 20% [99, 113], which applies to all measurements here presented.

The upper energy limit on the Ē is imposed by the maximum terminal voltage of the tandem

accelerator. The lower energy limit is set by the requirement ∆E/E1 . 20%. When this condition

is violated, the corresponding energy distribution is not Gaussian compromising the determination

of both ∆E and Ē. Moreover, the energy of the secondary Au-scattered beam particles can depend

significantly on the depth of interaction in the Au foil. The use of a self-supporting Au foil dictated

a practical minimum thickness for the present measurements, setting a minimum energy limit E0 of

∼ 950 keV, equivalent to a low energy limit of the diffused protons Ē ∼ 890 keV for Al and Mo.

Because for Ē ∼ 890 keV, ∆E/E1 ∼ 20% both conditions actually coincide.

The results are compared with other published data in Fig. 3.6 (a) and (b) for Al and Mo, respec-

tively. To avoid re-scanning and classifying the huge database of published Al and Mo stopping cross

sections, we used the data in Paul’s compilation [77]. In this compilation, more than 25 years of

collected data, classified according to projectile and target species, are freely available in electronic

form together with their uncertainties. For Al and Mo, the database contains 131 and 46 data points,

respectively; however, for the Mo, only 20 fall within the energy range studied in the present work.

To investigate in more detail, the consistency of the measured data, their common gross behavior

has been subtracted using the V-B parametrization (see Sec. 3.2.3 for more details) making even

small deviations clearly apparent (see Fig. 3.6 (c) and Fig. 3.6 (d)). The semi-empirical parameters

of the V-B parametrization were determined fitting all data together in the energy range from 0.5

keV to 4.0 MeV, abandoning the common practice of limiting the validity of the V-B parametrization

to below ∼ 1 MeV [41]. The advantage of employing the V-B parametrization is its simplicity and

its smoothness rather than its absolute accuracy. Other more accurate expressions are available (see

Subsec. 3.3.1) but unfortunately they exhibit discontinuities in the energy region here considered.

Since Al stopping powers are well known from several independent publications, they also served

to validate the present implementation of the transmission method. Indeed, there is a very good agree-

ment of our data with published ones as shown in Fig. 3.6 (c), where we also display the estimated

random and systematic uncertainties. The uncertainties of other measurements are often not quoted or

not separated into random and systematic, and for this reason it was decided to represent only the data

points. It is generally observed that measurements from different authors tend to scatter dramatically
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Figure 3.6: Experimental stopping cross sections (solid circles) for Al (top left) and for Mo (top right) compared
with all the other data (squares) of the Paul database [77]. The lower panels show the deviation of the same
data to the V-B model (see text for details). The vertical bars and the vertical rectangles represent the random
and systematic uncertainties, respectively.

in the region around the Bragg’s peak (see Fig. 3.6). However, most of them fall within the error bars

of the present set. For the Mo case, there is also a nice agreement between our data and others above

∼ 1 MeV, where the difference between the different authors is smaller.

3.2.2 Uncertainty budget

The quantitative analysis of the various contributions affecting the stopping power measurements

is usually not given in the literature. Our goal in the following discussion is to provide a rigorous eval-

uation of the sources of uncertainty in the present measurements, demonstrating an unbroken chain of

measurements and associated uncertainties ending on a calibrated standard or on a widely accepted

physical reference quantity, e.g. in the case of the energy calibration using the non-Rutherford reso-

nant cross sections. This procedure is known as traceability. These calculations were made varying

each parameter separately (considering the uncorrelated sources) assuming its estimated uncertainty

and determining how these changes affect the stopping cross section on average. As an example,
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we show in Table 3.2 the budget of uncertainties corresponding to the spectra shown in Fig. 3.2. In

Table 3.3, a summary of the uncertainty budget averaged over all measurements is reported. The un-

certainties displayed in these tables were classified as type A or B, following the definition of the Joint

Committee for Guides in Metrology [114]. We also divided the effect of each source of uncertainty as

random or systematic (see the last column of the table). For example, the error in the determination

of the peaks positions affects the stopping cross section in a random way, such an error affects inde-

pendently each datum and cannot be corrected in the final result, while the error in the determination

of the foil thickness affects systematically the whole set of data, and may in principle be corrected if

the foil thickness would be better determined. In Fig. 3.6 (c) and (d), the total contributions of these

two kind of uncertainties are stated separately as error bars and error rectangles.

The major contribution to the systematic error in the stopping cross sections at the present exper-

imental conditions comes from the uncertainty in the determination of the foil thickness, including

its non-uniformity. This is an evidence that the major limitation of the transmission method, at least

in the energy interval covered in the present work, is the quality of the foils. On the other hand, the

major contribution to the random uncertainty in the stopping cross sections comes from the error in

the determination of the peak position, including the Gaussian fit accuracy, which is related to the

binning of the histogrammed spectra, assuming a symmetric straggling [115]. It is worth to point out

that, once the number of counts is enough to accurately determine the positions of the peaks, a pre-

cise measurement of the integrated beam charge is not required in the transmission method. For this

reason, the integrated charge is not mentioned in the uncertainty budget. The stopping cross sections

results have a relative random mean uncertainty of 0.32% for Al, 0.44% for Mo and a systematic

uncertainty of 0.54% for Al and 1.4% for Mo (see Table 3.3) firmly establishing the high accuracy

of the present measurements.

The smooth V-B parametrization, used to fit the experimental data in Fig. 3.6, described appropri-

ately the common behavior of all data in the energy region of interest and was particularly useful to

compare small variations of all data and theoretical models. The estimate of the random uncertainties

was confirmed by comparing it to the root mean square deviations of the residuals of the experimental

points (see Table 3.3). Indeed, the standard deviation of our data relative to the V-B curve, of 0.34%

and 0.44% for Al and Mo, respectively, is very close to the calculated random uncertainties of 0.32%

for Al and 0.44% for Mo (see Table 3.3).
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Table 3.2: Budget of the main sources of uncertainty affecting the stopping cross section for the measurements
shown in Fig. (3.2). The impact on SCS has been found by changing the corresponding parameter alone by its
estimated error and propagating this variation. The classification of each contribution according to its type, A
or B (first column), followed the definition described in Ref. [114] and the nature of its influence on SCS (last
column) is also provided.

Parameter Type Parameter value Parameter uncertainty Unit Effect on SCS [%] Influence on SCS
Al Mo Al Mo Al Mo

Beam energy A 2612.8 2908.9 2.6 2.8 keV 0.042 0.041 random
∆Channel A 23.9109 22.3371 0.0064 0.0089 channel 0.14 0.35 random
Pulse High Defect (∆EPHD) B 0.027 0.015 0.027 0.015 keV 0.019 0.011 systematic
Electronic calibration (G) A 5.9498 5.9603 0.0043 0.0042 keV/channel 0.073 0.071 systematic
∆E (see Eq. (3.5)) A 286.47 253.37 0.45 0.62 keV 0.48 0.83 random
Target thickness A 34186 15229 86 77 1015 at./cm2 0.25 0.51 systematic
Target impurities A 632 410 30 74 1015 at./cm2 0.0012 0.0036 systematic
Target non-uniformity A — — 27 31 nm 0.46 1.3 systematic
Stopping power of impurities B 26.5 11.41 1.3 0.58 10−15eV cm2/at. 0.068 0.037 systematic
Scattering angle (kinematic) B 120.00 120.00 0.50 0.50 degree 0.0079 0.078 systematic
RANDOM uncertainty for only this measurement 0.48 0.82
SYSTEMATIC uncertainty for only this measurement 0.53 1.4
TOTAL STANDARD ERROR (summed in quadrature) for only this measurement 0.87 1.4

3.2.3 Evaluation of the Varelas-Biersack parametrization

The energy loss process has the peculiar feature of assuming different regimes according to the

projectile kinetic energy E. For incident energies E of few keV, the stopping power is proportional to

the projectile velocity, while for high energies, above few MeV, the stopping power is well accounted

for by the Bethe-Bloch formalism (see Sec. 2.3.2 for more details). The description of the transition

from the low to the high energy regime is a difficult task and it is still an active field of research (see

Sec. 3.3). In 1970, Varelas and Biersack [116] introduced a semi-empirical expression (here called the

V-B parametrization) to evaluate stopping power curves. Later, in 1977, Andersen and Ziegler [45],

devised an improvement to the V-B model, that is especially good for an energy range from ER0 ∼ 10

keV up to ER1 ∼ 1000 keV. Their V-B parametrization has the form


SCSVB =

slow shigh
slow+shigh

scslow = A1 E 0.45
s

scshigh =
A2
Es

ln
(

1+ A3
Es
+A4 Es

) , (3.7)

where A1,A2,A3 and A4 are four semi-empirical coefficients. The independent variable in the equa-

tions above, Es, is the particle kinetic energy normalized to its mass (in atomic mass units). The

parameters A1,A2,A3 and A4 are determined by fitting the equation to experimental data. The most

recent compilation of generally accepted values for A1,A2,A3 and A4 is part of the ICRU 49 re-

port [41]. For Al and Mo they agree numerically with those given in the original work by Andersen

and Ziegler [45] (see Subsec. 3.3.1).
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Table 3.3: Budget of the main sources of uncertainty affecting the stopping cross section. The impact on SCS
has been calculated as in Table 3.2. The averages over all the measurements are shown separately for Al and
Mo. The classification of each contribution according to its type and its influence on SCS is the same as in
Table 3.2.

Parameter uncertainty Effect averaged over
Parameter Type averaged over all data Unit all SCS data [%] Influence on SCS

Al Mo Al Mo
Beam energy A 2.5 2.5 keV 0.044 0.040 random
∆Channel A 0.0089 0.0098 channel 0.087 0.076 random
Pulse High Defect (∆EPHD) B 0.0049 0.0048 keV 0.086 0.081 systematic
Electronic calibration (G) A 0.0049 0.0048 keV/channel 0.077 0.081 systematic
∆E (see Eq. (3.5)) A 0.58 0.65 keV 0.28 0.29 random
Target thickness A 86 77 1015 at./cm2 0.25 0.51 systematic
Target impurities A 30 74 1015 at./cm2 0.0012 0.0037 systematic
Target non-uniformity A 27 31 nm 0.46 1.3 systematic
Stopping power of impurities B 1.3 0.58 10−15eV cm2/at. 0.068 0.037 systematic
Scattering angle (kinematic) B 0.50 0.50 degree 0.0079 0.078 systematic
RANDOM uncertainty averaged over all measurements 0.32 0.44
SYSTEMATIC uncertainty for all measurements 0.54 1.4
TOTAL STANDARD ERROR (summed in quadrature) for all measurements 0.63 1.5
Root mean square of all current data (in the residue plot of Fig. 3.6) 0.34 0.44

The most important feature of Eq. (3.7) is its ability to reproduce the gross behavior common to all

experimental data in the region of interest, not its accuracy. For this reason, we used this equation to fit

all measurements (ours and others [77]) in the energy range from 0.5 MeV up to 4.0 MeV. Eq. (3.7)

is nonlinear with respect to the coefficients, meaning that a non-linear version of the least square

minimization (χ2) must be employed to fit this model. To obtain the particular set of coefficients

for the V-B model, that combines the present new data with the previous ones, we considered three

subsets of data in our fit. i) The first subset contains the new data presented in this work, with the

stated uncertainties (random and systematic). ii) The second subset contains experimental results

from literature, using the compilation by Paul [77] with the corresponding uncertainties, even though

they are not divided into random and systematic. iii) The third subset contains the previous knowledge

of the coefficients presented in the ICRU 49, whose uncertainties are unknown.

The obtained V-B coefficients (A1 = 5.20, A2 = 2.84 ·103, A3 = 166 and A4 = 1.76 ·10−2 for Al

and A1 = 6.33, A2 = 9.52 · 103, A3 = 455 and A4 = 4.81 · 10−3 for Mo) were determined by a non

linear Least Square Method also including the systematic uncertainties of the data [114, 117].

As it can be seen in Fig. 3.6, the V-B model with the new coefficients agrees well with our results

for both Al and Mo. This fit will be used to subtract the common gross behavior of all data to aid the

comparison with theoretical models in the following Secs. 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. However, as the Eq. (3.7)

is a semi-empirical description we will always show in addition our experimental data with error bars

and error rectangles representing the random and systematic uncertainties, respectively.
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3.3 Comparison with theory

3.3.1 Comparison with SRIM, PSTAR and CASP

As we have already shown in the lower panels of Fig. 3.6, the gross behavior of the SCS data

(ours and others) has been subtracted by using the V-B parametrization Eq. (3.7) to enhance small

deviations. For consistency, in the following comparison, the same values of the fitted parameters

have been adopted.

The stopping powers calculated with the first version of SRIM from 1985 and the most recent

one from 2013 are tested against the present experimental data in Fig. 3.7. For Al, the changes from

1985 to 2013 have been less than for the Mo case: the newest version describes better the present

experimental points considering the error bars (see Fig. 3.7 (a) and (b)).

The results from CASP version 5.2, downloaded on April of 2015, are compared with the present

data in Fig. 3.7. As recommended by the developers of CASP, the UCA approximation and the

“charge state scan” options have been selected during the evaluations. The mean ionization potential

of whole atoms I are taken from the ICRU 37 report and all other options are default. In particular,

no specific table of the oscillator strengths for each sub-shell of Al or Mo has been supplied to the

program. For Al, Fig. 3.7 (a), there is a clear tendency to underestimate the energy loss by ∼ −2%

at ∼ 3.5 MeV worsening to ∼ −5% at ∼ 1 MeV. Al is a reference material whose I is very well

known [78] and has a low atomic number, implying weaker shell corrections: it should be the easiest

case. However, for Mo, Fig. 3.7 (b), the situation is better and the calculation of the stopping power

agree with the current data at ∼ 1.5% for approximately all energies covered in this plot (0.5 MeV

up to 5.0 MeV). Table 3.4 summarizes this comparison. No detailed claims on the accuracy of CASP

can be found in the publications describing the method [61, 62, 63]. Typical deviations reported

by CASP [63] are of the order of 10%, increasing to 20% at low energies of the ∼ 50 keV. If an

accuracy better than 10% is sought, the default approximation relaying on the binding energy of the

subshells and on I has to be dropped [61]. Both statements are consistent with the present findings,

and an increasing of the discrepancy between the data and CASP towards lower energies was found.

In general, it is expected that semi-empirical models, belonging to class i), perform better evaluations

than simplified models, belonging to class ii). It is partially due the fact the former incorporate, in

more or less refined ways, the more directly the experimental data (see also Table 3.4).

To compare the models with the experimental data (ours and others from [77]), we adopted a

statistical approach introduced by Paul and Schinner [118], who proposed to judge the reliability of a
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between the present data (solid circles) and theoretical evaluations for Al and Mo
(panels (a) and (b), respectively). The same representation of the residuals from the V-B parametrization
Eq. (3.7), as in Fig. 3.6, has been adopted to show small deviations. The dashed line has been calculated with
the 1985 version of SRIM (the first version of the software available by Ziegler et al.), the solid line with the
latest version of SRIM (2013), the dash-dotted line with PSTAR and, finally, the thick-dashed line with the
newest version of the CASP code (5.2).

stopping power calculation using the variables


∆PS =

(〈
Sexp

Scalc

〉
−1
)
×100

σPS =

√√√√〈( Sexp

Scalc

)2
〉
−
〈

Sexp

Scalc

〉2

×100
, (3.8)

where 〈〉 indicates the average over the content of a stopping powers database and Sexp and Scalc are

the measured and calculated stopping cross sections, respectively. The quantity ∆PS is a normalized

average deviation describing the systematic difference between the calculation and the data, while σPS

is a normalized root mean square deviation and provides information about the random fluctuation

(i.e. the statistical error) of the measurements. Paul and Schinner [118] considered several theoretical
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models, most of them discussed here, and found that SRIM 2003 (the newest version SRIM 2013

had not yet been released) is better than all others programs and its overall accuracy is ∼ 7.5% and

∼ 3.5% for solid elemental and for gaseous targets, respectively. The variables ∆PS and σPS calculated

for the present models with the present experimental data, are given in Table 3.4.

The slightly better agreement of the new version of SRIM for Al (−0.22% versus 0.91%), as well

as for Mo (−0.33% versus 1.7%), is apparent. The maximum deviation happens close to the lowest

energies, as mentioned, and the quality of semi-empirical models depends on the adopted parametriza-

tion and how the free parameters are determined: the quality of the published data. The discrepancies

between the 2013 version of SRIM and the present measurements are well within the 3.9% uncer-

tainty margin for H+ ions declared after the recent improvements (see Table 1 of Ref. [35]). Finally,

the curve from the 2013 version exhibits a discontinuity in the derivative around ∼ 1 MeV, more

pronounced for Mo than for Al. This was not the case in the 1985 version since Eq. (3.7) adopted at

that time could not show a discontinuity in the derivative. Since details of the parametrization incor-

porated in the most recent improvements of SRIM have not been further published, more discussion

about it is difficult to be done.

Table 3.4: Comparison of the present experimental results with the theoretical calculations considered in
Sec. 3.3.1 and the models implemented in the Geant series described in Sec. 2.1.3. The calculations or the
simulations have been compared with the present data and separately with those from the database by Paul [77]
using the variables ∆PS and σPS, introduced by Paul and Schinner [118], see Eqs. 3.8, for instance.

Present work Other data [77]
Models ∆PS and ±σPS [% and ±%] ∆PS and ±σPS [% and ±%]

Al Mo Al Mo
SRIM 1985 0.91 and ±0.41 1.7 and ±1.7 0.72 and ±1.6 −0.82 and ±2.2
SRIM 2013 −0.22 and ±0.33 −0.33 and ±0.61 −0.51 and ±1.5 −0.71 and ±0.95

PSTAR 1.0 and ±0.43 −0.67 and ±1.3 0.81 and ±1.5 −2.8 and ±2.0
CASP 5.2 2.9 and ±1.1 −1.5 and ±0.39 3.1 and ±2.1 −2.2 and ±0.94
Geant 3 −0.80 and ±0.33 −4.8 and ±0.45 −1.1 and ±1.5 −5.9 and ±1.0

Geant 4-NIST −0.67 and ±0.33 −4.1 and ±0.96 −1.0 and ±1.5 −5.6 and ±1.2
Geant 4-USER 1.2 and ±0.47 −0.53 and ±1.3 0.89 and ±1.5 −2.7 and ±2.0

The ICRU 49 report [41], released in 1993, represents an attempt to reach a wide consensus

on a semi-empirical description of the stopping power of protons and alpha particles in matter with

energies from 1 keV up to 10 GeV (see Sec. 2.1.2). Both electronic and nuclear stopping were

considered, but, as mentioned, in the energy range of current interest only the former is important

and was the only one discussed through this thesis. The basic approach is still the same pioneered by

Andersen and Ziegler in 1977 [45], with several improvements. Some of the models are common to

the ICRU 37 report [78], a similar effort dealing with the stopping power of electrons. The kinetic

energy range was divided in three regions; i) a low energy regime (E < ER0) where the electronic
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stopping is proportional to velocity, ii) an intermediate energy region (ER0 < E < ER1) where the

improved V-B parametrization, Eq. (3.7), is adopted, and finally iii) a high energy region (E > ER2)

treated with a modern Bethe-Bloch type expression (see Sec. 2.3.2). While the matching between

region i) and ii) is trivial because the low energy limit of Eq. (3.7) already has the right behavior,

joining part ii) and iii) is more complex. The two regions have been separated by a reasonably wide

gap (ER1 < E < ER2) and a spline is used to interpolate in a Fano plot (i.e. SCS(β 2) as a function of

log(E)). The exact values of ER1 and ER2 have been selected by eye to give a smooth behavior (Al:

ER1 = 0.3 MeV and ER2 = 1.0 MeV and Mo: ER1 = 0.75 MeV and ER2 = 2.0 MeV). For Al and

Mo, the parameters appearing in Eq. (3.7) given in the ICRU 49 [41] and in the work by Andersen-

Ziegler [45] are the same.

For region iii), the modern Bethe-Bloch expression includes: a) shell corrections, b) the Bloch [84]

and Barkas [83, 119] corrections to the first order Born approximation and c) the density effect correc-

tion [56, 57]. Term c) is important only for energies above several hundred MeV (and is not relevant

here). The Bethe-Bloch formula is valid when the velocity of the projectile is much higher than va-

lence electrons in the target atom, and the ion is assumed have lost all electrons. When this is not the

case, term a) must be taken into account [60]. The parametrization used for a) is rather defying: the

original ICRU 37 model was adopted in general, but few elements were treated separately (Gd, W,

Pt, Au and Pb). The parametrization of the original correction found by Bloch has been used for b)

as in ICRU 37. The starting point to include the Barkas effect was the theoretical treatment given by

Ashley, Ritchie and Brandt [120, 121, 122]. However, for Z ≥ 64 and Z = 47, the theory was replaced

by the parameterization obtained by Bichsel [123] and was used to fit the experimental data. Detailed

information can be found elsewhere [41]. The values of the mean ionization potential I for each ele-

ment are generally taken (with the exceptions of Gd, W, Pt, Au and Pb) from the ICRU 37 [78] and

were themselves determined from data for protons and alpha particles. Indeed, I, obtained as a fit to

measurements, is not independent from how a) and b) are taken into account. More details on how

the I of the ICRU 37 was extracted can also be found in the paper by Seltzer and Berger [124].

Results from PSTAR have also been included in Fig. 3.7. For Al, there is an overall good agree-

ment but a clear tendency to underestimate the present data below ∼ 1.5 MeV. For Mo, Fig. 3.7

shows clearly the transition performed with the spline interpolation in PSTAR from Eq. (3.7) to the

Bethe-Bloch formula between ER1 = 0.75 MeV and ER2 = 2.0 MeV and the quality of the agreement

with the data depends on the energy. Above ∼ 2 MeV, where the modern Bethe-Bloch expression is

adopted by PSTAR, the agreement with the measurements is rather good. Below ∼ 2 MeV, PSTAR

deviates from the experiment: this is the region of the spline interpolation adjusted without a theo-

retical guidance or a fit to experimental data. The deviations given in Table 3.4 show the essential
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comparable performance of SRIM and PSTAR.

3.3.2 Comparison with Geant 3 and Geant 4

The present data have been compared with the stopping power calculated by Geant 4 in Fig. 3.8,

using the residuals from the V-B parametrization Eq. (3.7) with the parameters from Sec. 3.2.3 fol-

lowing consistently the same procedure which has been employed in Fig. 3.6 and in Fig. 3.7. The

materials have been defined either by the default Geant 4 list (NIST material) or explicitly introduc-

ing the material as a pure element (user defined). The values of the electronic stopping cross section

were extracted from the G4EmCalculator class and calling the ComputeElectronicDEDX method. A

very high energy cut has been set for the emission of δ -rays. The Geant 4 internal energy loss tables

have been initialized with 40 points per decade (the default is 7) and the interpolation method has

been set to spline (the default).

From the previous introduction, it is clear that it is interesting to compare the direct evaluation of

PSTAR and the V-B parametrization Eq. (3.7) with the coefficients from the ICRU 49. As explained

in Sec. 3.3, the ICRU 49 does not employ Eq. (3.7) above ER1 = 0.3 MeV for Al and ER1 = 0.75

MeV for Mo: there is no contradiction between the statement made in Sec. 3.3 that PSTAR and the

ICRU 49 agree and the two different curves shown in Fig. 3.8, because the latter refers to Eq. (3.7)

with the ICRU 49 coefficients extended at all energies. Below Elim = 2 MeV, Geant 4 with the NIST

material agrees with PSTAR and Geant 4 with the user defined materials agrees with Eq. (3.7) with

the ICRU 49 coefficients. The oscillations are most probably due to the interpolation of the internal

Geant 4 tables. In the case of Mo, the transition at Elim in Eq. (2.3) is particularly visible; in fact

Eq. (2.3) grants the continuity of the function, but not of its derivatives. Moreover, Eq. (2.3) does

not switch immediately to the Bethe-Bloch expression above Elim but implements a soft transition,

contrary to PSTAR which is purely Bethe-Bloch for E > ER2 = 1.0 MeV and 2.0 MeV in Al and Mo,

respectively. The difference between Geant 4 with the NIST and the user defined materials decreases

slowly.

Considering the data, it can be concluded that for Al there is a reasonable agreement with Geant 4

within the error bars, with a preference for the USER material in practically all the energy range

considered here. For Mo, the NIST material is better above ∼ 1.3 MeV. Below ∼ 1.3 MeV neither

of them is particularly good. More quantitative information is given in Table 3.4 following the same

procedure adopted in the last Subsection for theoretical calculations. It can be seen that Geant 4, if

the NIST material is selected, is generally close to PSTAR on which it is based.

For completeness, the stopping cross sections from Geant 3, the previous version of Geant devel-
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oped at CERN during the LEP era, has also been included in the figures. The last release of Geant 3,

version 3.21/14, has been used [125]. Geant 3 agrees well with Geant 4 for the USER defined mate-

rials.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between the present data (solid circles) and evaluations performed with the Geant
series for Al and Mo (panels (a) and (b), respectively. The same representation of the residuals from the V-B
parametrization Eq. (3.7), as in Figures 3.6 and 3.7, has been adopted to show small deviations. Because of how
the energy loss is parametrized in Geant 4, it is interesting to include in the same figures the values calculated
with PSTAR (dash-dotted line) and with Eq. (3.7), adopting the parameters from the ICRU 49 (dashed line, see
text for details).
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Chapter 4

Breakdown of the FEG model

The results of this chapter have been obtained in a collaboration with the group of Atomic Physics

of the Johannes Kepler University, Austria coordinated by Prof. Dr. Peter Bauer, and shows evidences

of the failure of FEG model when applied to non common solids, i.e., transition (Pt) and rare earth

(Gd) metals. These kinds of metals have band-structures usually characterized by either d− or f -

electrons closer, in terms of energy, to their valence band and also high density of states (DOS) both,

below and above of their Fermi energy level EF . Aiming to correlate the breakdown of the FEG

model, which takes in consideration only the free electrons, with the band structure of these solids,

i.e. DOS, an experimental methodology to measure SCS based on relative backscattering analysis

(either LEIS or RBS backscattering techniques) was employed and improved. SCS of Ta and Gd for

low velocities protons were measured and compared with other elements, like Au and Pt. For the Gd

case, the energy range was extended to cover also the stopping maximum (Bragg’s peak). This chapter

has been published as an article in Physical Review Letters (2017), and can be found in Ref. [40].

4.1 Deviations from the FEG model

4.1.1 First evidences

The first evidences of the disagreement between experimental stopping power data for low-velocity

projectiles and the FEG predictions were published in 1970 by Högberb, Nordén and Skoog, measur-

ing the stopping cross sections of gold for protons and alpha particles in the energy range of [2−54]

keV/u [126]. The experimental results showed a clear deviation when were compared with prevision

of the FEG theory. However, no explanation about the departure of the velocity proportionality at

these low energies has been found in their work. Around 1980, Blume and collaborators measuring

the energy loss of H+, D+ and He+ ions transmitted through very thin polycrystalline Au films, for
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energies < 20 keV/u [127, 128], and a deviation of the SCS data from the FEG model for H+ and

D+ ions at energies & 10 keV/u two times larger was found. For He+ ions, another departure was

observed: even though a linear stopping power has been verified, the value of the SCS was 1.5 times

higher than the FEG model. Both results demonstrated that the velocity proportionality may not be

valid nor for H+ ions, neither for He+ ions. At that time, they have associated these unpredictable be-

haviors to several experimental reasons: the small thickness, impurity and homogeneity of the targets

and the range of the impact parameters of the transmitted particles (which increase the importance

of the nuclear stopping what would affect the final energy loss measurements), and, finally, the con-

sequently the particles probe areas of different electron densities, that would have the same effect of

supposing a projectile dependence of the friction coefficient with an “effective charge” of the nucleus.

However, they did not prove these arguments.

Several works discussing deviations from the FEG theory have been published since then. Around

1990, Valdés, Arista and collaborators measured the stopping cross section of many materials (Al, Cu,

Ag, Sb, Au and Bi) for protons and alpha particles in the energy range of [1−10] keV/u [129, 130].

They also found a departure from the velocity proportionality predicted by theory for Au, Ag and Cu

for velocities . 0.4 a.u.1, while for the Al, Sb and Bi the velocity proportionality was very satisfactory.

In Fig. 4.1 we show the experimental stopping results from Ref. [130] for two elements: Al (where

we can see a linear proportionality) and Au with a slight departure from the velocity proportionality

is seen at v∼ 0.4 a.u..

Figure 4.1: Energy loss of protons in Al and in Au versus the ion velocity. The black filled circles represent
the experimental data from Ref. [129]; dot-dashed line are the evaluations from SRIM 1985 program [34]; dot-
dot-dashed line are the evaluations from Janni tables [131] and finally the solid line show the DFT calculations
by Echenique et al. [88]. The non filled symbols are data from Ref. [129]. In the case of Au, the data show a
departure of the linear proportionality for velocities below of ∼ 0.4 a.u. which does not happen for Al.

1See footnote on page 16 for discussion about SCS in atomic units [a.u.].
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4.1.2 Correlation with band structure

Besides the breakdown of the ion velocity proportionality at ∼ 0.4 a.u showed in Fig. 4.1 for Au,

Valdés et al. also noticed a similar effect, but smaller, for Cu and Ag [130].They also compared some

parameters of the FEG model, like the number of free electrons Nf, and the one-electron radius rs (see

Eq. 2.5), with the effective values Nf,eff and rs,eff, determined directly from experiments [132]. The

comparison is reproduced in Table 4.1 (rs and rs,eff in atomic units). The values of Nf and rs agree

reasonably well for the three elements where the velocity proportionality was observed (Al, Sb, and

Bi), while for the other elements, i.e. for those elements belonging to the noble metals2 (Cu, Ag, and

Au) higher values of Nf,eff and rs,eff were found.

Table 4.1: Number of electrons per atom Nf and corresponding radius of one electron rs, retrieved from [130].
The values of rs showed in [130] were obtained from the DFT calculation in Ref. [133]. rs and rs,eff in atomic
units. Effective number of electrons per atom Nf,eff and corresponding effective radius of an electron rs,eff were
retrieved directly from experiments [132]. For a sake of completeness, the atomic number Z2 and the electronic
configurations of the elements were also added.

Element Z2 Electronic conf. N f | Neff rs | rs,eff
Al 13 [Ne]3s2 3p1 3 | 2.83 2.07 | 2.12
Sb 51 [Kr]4d10 5s2 5p3 5 | 5.57 2.14 | 2.06
Bi 83 [Xe]4 f 14 5d10 6s2 6p3 5 | 5.57 2.25 | 2.17
Cu 29 [Ar]3d10 4s1 1 | 3.14 2.67 | 1.83
Ag 47 [Kr]4d10 5s1 1 | 7.76 3.02 | 1.53
Au 79 [Xe]4 f 14 5d10 6s1 1 | 8.21 3.01 | 1.49

According to the authors, the band structure of these metals (simple metals: Al, Sb and Bi, and

noble metals: Au, Ag and Cu) plays a significant role on the electronic interactions between the solids

and the slow ions. According to Eq. 2.6, this influence must be attributed to the fraction coefficient

Q. The non-proportional behavior of the stopping power for noble metals could be interpreted as a no

constant behavior of Q. As discussed in Chap. 2, SCS involves probabilities of momentum transfers

between the ion and the target electrons, generating electronics excitations (promotions) in the atom

with different energy levels. Thus, this must be connected somehow with the density of states (DOS)

of the metals involved in the process, specially where the FEG theory, that considers only the valence

band, does not correctly predicts the experiments.

The d-electron offset for those metals where the FEG model fails (Au, Ag and Cu), belong to an

energy band that is separated from the Fermi surface, in terms of energy, by approximately −2 to −7

eV. While the binding energies offset of the d-electrons for Sb and Bi metals where the FEG model

shows good agreement with the experiments are separated from the Fermi surface by approximately

2In the Appendix A, we briefly discuss the most important physical and chemical properties of the different classes
of the metals, and their respective nomenclatures.
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−30 to −40 eV. Even for Al that does not have d-electrons, a good agreement between FEG model

and experiments was observed. Thus, these nearly free d-electrons for Au, Ag and Cu (close to

the Fermi level) will cease to contribute to the stopping power, due to the finite (and large) energy

threshold, which means, a departure from the simple velocity dependence of Eq. 2.6 should occur.

For the simple metals, with d-band electrons positioned quite far away from the Fermi surface, the

electrons do not overlap the free electrons, and therefore the FEG model reproduces the SCS behavior.

4.1.3 Threshold effect

Arista and collaborators when investigated the energy loss of protons and alpha particles in Al, Zn,

and Au at low energies ([1−200] keV/u), found that the energy loss of both H+ and He+ projectiles

in Al and Zn are approximately proportional to v at low velocities, while for Au the proportionality

with velocity at low v does not hold, in a similar situation of the previous case for Sb and Bi [134].

In Fig. 4.2 we present their results for the case of He+ in both Zn and Au, where a deviation of the

velocity proportionality only for Au is seen, while for Zn, the velocity proportionality is kept.

Figure 4.2: Results of energy loss (solid circles) of He+ ions in Zn (left side) and Au (right side) as function of
the ion velocity in a.u., together with other experimental data and evaluated results (open symbols and lines).
A good agreement with the ion velocity can be seen for the Zn element (the data do not seem to change their
slope). However, this agreement fails for the case of the Au (see around vion ∼ 0.3). Indeed, a light threshold
occurs at ∼ 0.3 a.u., producing a slight changing on the slope of the data. Figure removed and adapted from
Ref. [134].

The failure of the FEG model can be related to a change in the effective number of the electrons

of the target in the friction coefficient Q and, qualitatively, due to the presence of weakly bounded d-

electrons near to the valence electrons. Arista and collaborators also suggested that these d-electrons

can be excited (and therefore take part in the energy loss process) only for ions with velocities larger

than a certain “threshold”. For gold, a threshold value for slow protons was found to occur at v∼ 0.3

a.u.: above this value, the d-electrons are excited and start to take part in the energy loss process
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(breaking the validity of the FEG model), while below this threshold they will not be excited and

therefore the FEG model concept holds. The vicinity between the d-bounded electrons with the

free-electrons (valence electrons) of the target has been successfully correlated with the higher slope

showed in the right panel of the Fig. 4.2 at v & 0.3 a.u. by Bauer and collaborators in recent years

through a series of publications [135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140].

Bauer et al. measured the experimental stopping of H+ and He+ at low velocities in fours different

materials: Pt, Au, Ag and Cu [136, 139]. Fig. 4.3 summarizes some of their results: the panels (a)

and (b) contain the stopping cross sections versus the ion velocity for protons and alpha particles

in noble metals (Au, Ag and Cu), respectively, while the panels (c) and (d) show the SCS of Pt for

protons and alpha particles as function of the ion velocity. For Au, Cu and Ag (panels (a) and (b))

at low velocities (v . 0.2 a.u.) the SCS is mostly due to the interactions between the ion and the

5s-electrons, and proportional to the ion velocity, hence the FEG model agree with experimental data.

At v & 0.2 a.u., a pronounced deviation from the velocity proportionality is observed, with threshold

velocities vk of ∼ 0.18 a.u. for Cu, ∼ 0.19 a.u. for Au, and ∼ 0.20 a.u. for Ag. It can be associated

again with the increasing contributions of the d-electrons to the stopping cross section [139]. One

possible interpretation is that vk is proportional to the excitation threshold of the binding energy of

the d-electrons [140]: for Cu at ∼ 2 eV, for Au at ∼ 2 eV and Ag at ∼ 4 eV. It can also explain why

the Ag exhibits a significantly higher vk than Au or Cu (at least in a qualitative way). However, this

argument is only qualitative so far. For the case of He+ ions, in contrast, the kink velocities of Cu,

Ag, and Au virtually coincide (see panel (b)). Also in this figure, the theoretical predictions based on

DFT (dashed-lines), where performed using Q values (see Eq. 2.6) from Refs. [141, 142].

For energy loss of H+ in Pt (panel (c)), the data show almost no deviation from velocity propor-

tionality over the velocity range, and also agree well with previously measured data [143]. For the

case of He+ in Pt (panel (d)), the experimental data also exhibit a change in the velocity dependence

at & 0.2 a.u. However, the authors have interpreted this deviation from velocity proportionality at low

velocities as result of the charge-exchange processes between Pt and He+, with the efficiency of these

processes having a nonlinear energy dependence. In fact, the SCS behavior for He+ at low energies

present a more complex behavior, indicating that results with H+ ions are, in this moment, a better

choice to study the correlation between band structure effects and electronic stopping, since H+ ions

projectile excitations do not contribute (so much) to the inelastic losses, and the exchange effects are

lesser for H+ than for He+ ions.
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Figure 4.3: Energy loss of H+ and He+ in Au, Ag and Cu and in Pt as function of the projectile velocity.
Panel (a): H+ and D+ on Au (black circles), Ag (blue squares) and Cu (red circles). Panel (b): the same as
(a) but for alpha particles. Panels (c) and (d) show the SCS of Pt for protons and alphas, respectively. The
dashed lines in each plot represent the velocity proportionality as suggested by the FEG model. The rs values
displayed in these panels and used in the FEG models were calculated using Density Function Theory (DFT).
Theoretical predictions (dashed-lines) based on DFT using the Q values from Refs. [141, 142] are also showed
for comparison. This figure is a compilation of the figures from the Refs. [136] and [139].

4.2 Stopping cross sections of Ta and Gd

For continuing exploring the validity of the FEG model for noble, transition and rare metals, we

present measurements of stopping cross sections of Ta and Gd for low-velocity protons obtained using

a procedure that extracts SCS of bulk samples based on relative backscattering measurements of an

interest sample to reference material (Ag or Au) with a well known SCS.

4.2.1 Experimental procedure

The samples used to obtain stopping cross sections were bulks (∼ 250 µm) of Ta and Gd, both

polycrystalline, with 99.99% of purity. Ta and Gd are chemically active elements (i.e. high oxidation

state) and, therefore, information about their impurities and chemical states are essential for stopping
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power measurements. Specially at low energy, where the ions range are limited to a near-surface re-

gion, contaminations and oxidations of the surfaces play an important role in the measurements. This

is one of the most limiting factor that makes experimental stopping power measurements of this kind

of elements very difficult, and it is evidenced by the lack of data available in literature [10]. To check

the purity level of these samples, some additional analysis were carried: i) Elastic Recoil Detection

Analysis (ERDA), ii) Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) and iii) X-ray Photoelectron

Spectroscopy (XPS). ERDA and RBS, used for the sample contamination analysis, were carried out

at Uppsala University in Sweden and XPS was done in the Johannes Kepler University, in Austria.

XPS and ERDA measurements found no significant contamination in the bulk of the Ta and Gd

samples. This is already satisfactory for high energy stopping power measurements ( 600 keV and up

H+). XPS analysis found a thick Gd2O3 oxide layer on top of the Gd sample, in good agreement with

the Refs. [144, 145].

The stopping power measurements were done in two different experimental setups. The measure-

ments from ∼ [0.5− 10] keV were done using the UHV Time-of-Flight Low Energy Ion Scattering

(TOF-LEIS) of the ACOLISSA setup, with scattering angle of θ = 129◦ and a base pressure of

∼ 2 · 10−11 mbar. The stopping power measurements from ∼ [30− 600] keV where done using the

RBS setup of the AN 700 Accelerator, with scattering angle of θ = 129◦, and detector FWHM of

< 8 keV, and only the Gd sample was submitted to the RBS setup to cover the range of measure-

ments until the Bragg’s peak. A review of ToF-LEIS technique can be found in the work of Bauer

et al [146]. Information on the low-energy ultra-vacuum setup (ACOLISSA) used for the ToF-LEIS

measurements, are discussed in Ref. [147]. Further information about the tandem accelerator used

for the RBS measurements, can be found in Ref. [71]. ToF-LEIS and RBS spectra of Gd, Ta and

Au (reference) were recorded employing atomic beams of H+ and D+ to cover the energy ranges

indicated above, under the same analysis procedure.

We have initiated the measuring using the ACOLISSA setup since both samples could be cleaned

by means of 3 keV Ar+ sputtering inside of the ACOLISSA, removing possible adsorbed hydrocar-

bons and native oxide layers. Since a ∼ 1 µm thick oxide layer was found on top of the Gd sample,

it was initially polished in Ar atmosphere, mechanically using grain sizes of ∼ 5 µm. In sequence,

rechecking the surface for oxides by Auger Spectroscopy (AES) coupled to ACOLISSA (see [146]),

the Auger intensities corresponding to O, Gd and Ta stayed constant through the bulk. The final values

found were: 95% Ta, 5% O and 82% Gd, 18% O, respectively, all in %at.
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4.2.2 Energy loss measurements

Using Single Scattering Approximation [148, 149], the stopping cross section of an interest sam-

ple “X” is obtained from the ratio of the heights, in number of counts, of experimental backscattering

spectra Hexp,X and simulated backscattering spectra Hsim,X, relatively to the heights of the experi-

mental and simulated backscattering spectra of one reference sample “Ref” Hexp,ref and Hsim,ref, re-

spectively [139, 150]. The height of an experimental backscattering spectrum (LEIS or RBS) of an

interest sample “X” is therefore given by

Hexp,X =

[
N0 ∆Ω

cos(α)

]
· η G

SCSexp,X
·
(

dσ

dΩ

)
exp,X

, (4.1)

where
[

N0 ∆Ω

cos(α)

]
is the solid angle times total integrated charge and η G is the detector efficiency times

its gain, in [keV/channel], respectively (see Eq. 3.3).
( dσ

dΩ

)
exp,X and SCSexp,X are the scattering cross

section and stopping cross section of the material, respectively.

Obtaining stopping cross sections using directly Eq. 4.1 needs a careful evaluation of all sources of

uncertainties. The total charge, the solid angle and theoretical information about scattering cross sec-

tions are very difficult parameters to control their uncertainties. Besides, at low energies, the screening

potential must be considered. However, Sirotonin et al. through a series of publications between 1970

and 1980 [151, 152, 153, 154], measured the energy losses of protons and alpha particles in several

elemental materials adopting directly Eq. 4.1, and making only few adjusts and normalizations to rule

out some sources of uncertainties, they found final results with a relatively good uncertainty averaged

on ∼ 10%3.

Thus, minimizing uncertainties concerning the charge collection in Eq. 4.1, relative backscattering

measurement to a reference sample was taken. The spectrum height ratio between a reference sample

Hexp,ref and the interest sample Hexp,X, using the Eq. 4.1 is given by

Hexp,X

Hexp,ref
=

dσexp,X

dσexp,Ref
·

SCSexp,ref

SCSexp,X
. (4.2)

Note that now the ratio Hexp,X/Hexp,Ref contains information about SCS of both samples. Experi-

mental measurements of the interest and reference sample, were performed in the same day, using the

same experimental conditions, like: geometry, irradiation time and detector efficiency. Hence, most

3The procedure to extract SCS from relative backscattering measurements (LEIS and RBS) using Eq. 4.1, is not pretty
much accurate as the transmission method employed in Chap. 3. Indeed, for the energy range here investigated, calculating
SCS using transmission method would demand much more effort, probably rising up the level of uncertainties, specially
if we considerate all the parameters involved like the sample thickness and non-uniformities required for low energy
measurements. However, this procedure here developed has showed to have a very high level of agreement, providing
acceptable and reliable SCS with overall uncertainties around 5%.
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of the experimental parameters in Eq. 4.1 cancel out thanks the ratio adopted. In Fig. 4.4, we show

a practical example where experimental (and simulated) energy spectra of 10 keV D+ ions scattered

from Au and Gd are shown.
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Figure 4.4: Experimental and simulated energy spectra of 10 keV D+ ions scattered from Au and Gd are
shown. TRBS simulations (solid lines) and experimental spectra (open symbols) coincide when experimentally
deduced SCS are employed (see text). Dashed lines represent the energy interval used in the evaluation, short-
dashed spectra refer to simulations in which SCS of Gd was varied by ±20%.

Relative measurements still depend on the differential scattering cross sections of the interest “X”

and reference “Ref” samples, and on the SCS of the reference sample. The differential cross sections

of all measurements in this work are Rutherford, which in principle simplify the use of Eq. 4.2. At

low energies, we have to correct the Rutherford cross sections by the screening factor [155, 156].

Also at low energies, the increased probability of multiple and plural scattering must be consid-

ered [157, 158, 159]. Thus, to rule out these two effects, the ratio of the experimental and reference

spectra was compared to the results from corresponding simulations of the experimental and reference

spectra [139, 150].

Thus, dividing Eq. 4.2 by corresponding simulations of interest and reference sample, and isolat-

ing the experimental stopping power of the interest sample SCSexp,X, we found


SCSexp,X = K ·SCSexp,ref ·

SCSsim,X

SCSsim,ref

K =
Emax

∑
Emin


(

Href
HX

)
exp(

Href
HX

)
sim

=

(
Aref
AX

)
exp(

Aref
AX

)
sim

, (4.3)
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where SCSsim,X and SCSsim,ref represent the stopping powers used into the simulations and K is the

area ratios integrated on a certain energy interval close to the onset high energy k E0 of both spectra,

being k the kinematic factor. The areas
(

Aref
AX

)
exp

and
(

Aref
AX

)
sim

are integrated in the energy interval

∆E as showed in Fig. 4.4 (from Emin up to Emax).

The energy range interval ∆E is chosen close to the kinematic onset kE0 to minimize uncertainties

of plural and multiple scattering, even after we have adopted the simulations. Besides, ∆E has also to

be chosen in a region where is not affected by the resolution (FWHM) of the detector. An experimental

example using Eq. 4.3 to calculate the SCS is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. In this figure, experimental and

simulated spectra of 10 keV D+ scattered by Au which is the reference sample, and Gd are shown. An

excellent agreement between experiment and simulation is observed. The dashed lines represent the

evaluated energy window. To demonstrate the sensitivity of the plateau height of Gd to the stopping

power, two additional simulations are shown, where the Gd SCS of the simulation Ssim,X was varied

by ±20% (short-dashed spectra).

Thus, since the high energy boundary Emax is placed right below to the high energy onset or surface

peak kE0, the evaluation via Eq. 4.3 provides an interval of SCS: [SCSexp,X(Emin),SCSexp,X(−E0)].

It is based on the assumption that the stopping powers in both, experiment and simulation, show a

similar decrease along the trajectory of the projectile in the solid. Therefore, attencion has also to be

taken in the choice of the energy window: the limits should not be placed in an energy region of the

SCS where there is not a kink [150].

For the interest and reference sample spectra simulations, two programs have been used: the

TRBS [160] and the SIMNRA [111, 37]. For low energies (i.e. E < 200 keV/u), the TRBS routine

uses Monte Carlo calculations to evaluate plural and multiple scattering, and it was adopted for these

low energy measurements. The SIMNRA, that is faster than the TRBS, makes only Gaussian interpo-

lations to estimate this effects and therefore SIMNRA was adopted for the higher energies (E > 200

keV) where plural and multiple scattering contributions are very small. A good agreement between

the SCS evaluated by using these two software in intermediary energies has been verified.

In both simulations, ZBL potential [34] was used, as well the screened Coulomb potential [161]

was also selected. The stopping cross sections used in the “simulations” (see Eq. 4.2) were provided

by the latest version of SRIM 2013 [35, 48]. Since RBS spectra of the polished Gd sample showed

an oxygen enriched surface layer of considerable thickness 4, the Gd stopping power was evaluated

applying Bragg’s rule [162] taking SCS data of oxygen from SRIM-2013 [35, 48].

4Mean composition of the surface layer of Gd: 81% Gd, 19% O, in accordance with the AES results, and an areal
density ∼ 6×1017atoms/cm2.
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4.2.3 Experimental results

The advantage of this procedure is its ability to provide acceptable results. The overall uncertain-

ties < 5%, is mainly limited due the accuracy of experimental stopping power used as reference and

the stability of the ion beam at the lower energies) covering a large energy interval, from tens of keV

up to tens of MeV, using only bulk samples (relatively easy to prepare/produce).

This procedure has already been used few times for low energies [139, 150]. Even so, we sucess-

fully extended its applicability for higher energies, being able to reach the Bragg’s peak and going

toward tens of MeV. Moreover, we have benchmarked our evaluation procedure with measurements

of SCS of Al for H+ and He+ ions. In Fig. 4.5 we show the results (full symbols), plotted as pairs and

connected by a straight line. Data from LEIS (light blue circles) and RBS (green and magenta circles)

techniques are in very well agreement between themselves, as well as for both types of ions: H+

(left panel) and He+ (right panel). In addition, the data were acquired in different laboratories: Linz,

Austria (green symbols); and Uppsala, Sweden (magenta symbols), all showing excellent agreement

and consistency. For the case of protons, a really good agreement with data measured by transmission

method (red squares, left panel) and discussed in Chap 3) is also observed, giving us, therefore, more

confidence on our evaluation methodology.
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Figure 4.5: SCS of Al for H+ (left panel) and He+ (right panel) ions are shown as function of the projectile
energy. Open black circles are data from H. Paul database [77]. Red squares are SCS data for Al obtained in
Chap. 3, and can be found in Ref. [38]. Blue squares and green squares are SCS data respectively obtained
from LEIS and RBS measurements carried out at Johannes Kepler University in Linz, Austria. The magenta
data are SCS data obtained from RBS carried out at Uppsala University. All SCS data, for both H+ and He+

ions and using either LEIS or RBS techniques, were evaluated using the same present procedure (see text).
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In Fig. 4.6, the electronic stopping cross sections of Gd for H+ ions are shown as function of the

projectile energy. LEIS and RBS data are in very well agreement between themselves, as well as for

both ions (H+ and D+) and, again, indicating the reliability of our evaluation procedure. Since no

difference between the data from atomic (H+) and molecular (D+) ions is observed, this indicates

negligible influence of vicinage or isotope effects. In this figure, it is still possible to observe that this

procedure was able to obtain stopping power values around the maximum stopping, and it is found to

be very high (SCSmax,Gd ∼ 48×10−15eV cm2/atoms), with a position of the maximum at Emax ∼ 80

keV. At higher energies the RBS data coincide with data from literature [163, 154, 164, 165]. The

thick solid line is a fit using the model described in Sec. 3.2.3. The overall consistency of the results

and the agreement with literature gives confidence in the experiment and the evaluation procedures,

even for a chemically reactive metal like Gd.
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Figure 4.6: SCS of Gd for H+ and D+ ions as function of the projectile energy in the range of [0.5−10] MeV.
Full red circles are SCS data obtained from LEIS measurements and full blue triangles are SCS data obtained
from RBS measurements, both using the same evaluation protocol for the energy loss measurements, described
in Sec. 4.2.2. The continuous black line is a Varelas-Biersack fit, as described in Sec. 3.2.3. Other open symbols
are SCS data from H. Paul database [77].

In Fig. 4.7, the low velocity stopping cross sections of Gd, Ta, Pt and Au for H+ ions are presented.

Open symbols connected by solid lines refer to evaluation of the spectrum heights (bulk samples),

full symbols to the evaluation of spectrum widths (nanometer layers). Whenever both methods are

applicable, they yield concordant results. Both, Gd and Ta SCS are proportional to velocity at low

velocities (like for the Pt case), but with considerably higher slope. At v = 0.2 a.u., the electronic

stopping power of Gd and Ta exceed the Au value by a factor of 3.9 and 2.6, respectively. The

statistical uncertainty of the stopping powers in the LEIS regime was estimated to be < 10%, and
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systematic errors were estimated to be < 10%, mainly due to the correction for impurities. The

statistical uncertainty of the present RBS data was ∼ 5%; systematic errors due to the correction for

impurities were < 3%.

Figure 4.7: Experimental stopping cross sections (filled symbols) of Au, Pt, Ta and Gd for protons as a function
of the ion velocity in atomic units [a.u.]. The upper abscissa denotes the corresponding proton energies in
[keV].

4.2.4 Discussions and failure of FEG model

While the non-linear FEG model successfully describes the stopping ratio SCSPt
SCSAu

� 1.7 at v≈ 0.2

a.u. for Gd and Ta, the FEG concept fails. If using Q from theory, the slope of the straight line

representing the experimental data can be converted to rs,e f f values of 1.11 and 1.8 for Ta and Gd,

respectively. From the rs,e f f and atomic density values, the effective number of valence electrons can

be deduced, yielding 9.2 and 21.3 electrons per atom for Gd and Ta, respectively. These values have

no physical meaning since the experimental Plasmon energies for Gd and Ta are, respectively, 14 eV

and 20.8 eV [166, 167], corresponding to rs,e f f = 2.24 and 1.72, equivalent to 4.7 and 5.7 valence

electrons per Gd and Ta atom, respectively. A qualitative comparison to the electronic configura-

tions on Gd and Ta, indicate that the localized f -electrons of Gd hardly participate in the collective

excitation.

For a qualitative understanding of the stopping powers data, the electronic structure of the valence

electrons was determined using density functional theory (DFT). All the calculations used the VASP
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code [168, 169]. In the following, we want to scrutinize the failure of the FEG model to describe the

electronic stopping of slow H+ ions in Gd and Ta. To this aim, in Fig. 4.8 the electronic Density of

States (DOS) of these metals is displayed as a function of the energy relative to Fermi Energy EF .

Figure 4.8: Electronic densities of states (DOS) are shown for the conduction bands of Au, Pt, Ta, and Gd, as
function of (E−EF). The filled part of the DOS corresponds to the occupied states (unfilled part correspond
therefore to the unoccupied states). For the DOS of the Gd, dotted lines below and above of the EF indicate
the energy intervals, in which the high features due to the f bands were scaled down by factors of 30 and 4,
respectively.

Amongst these metals, only for Au the DOS at E � EF is dominated by the s-electrons, while

for the other metals the density below EF is considerably higher, due to the contribution of the d-

band. In our calculation the occupied f -states of Gd are located at ∼ 8.3 eV below EF and should

not contribute to the threshold velocity of SCS, as happened for Au, Ag and Cu at vk ∼ 0.2 a.u., due

the vicinity of their d-band to the Fermi surface. The DOS integrated from −∼ 10 eV up to EF yield

values in the range from 5 electrons (Ta) to 11 electrons (Au). Above the Fermi level the DOS is low

for Pt and Au (s-electrons only), while Ta and Gd exhibit a high d-electron density, the f -band of Gd

features additionally a high density of unoccupied states at ∼ 3 eV above EF . The DOS integrated

from EF up to 10 eV ranges from 3.3 electrons (Au, Pt) and 6.9 electrons for Ta to ∼ 14 electrons in

Gd.
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With these arguments, the data can be qualitatively interpreted as the following: on the one hand,

Gd and Ta exhibit high DOS below and above EF , thereby allowing for low energy excitations with

high probabilities. On the other hand, for Pt and Au the low DOS above EF will be responsible for the

low stopping powers, as compared to Ta or Gd. Note that this argument should hold true for the other

transition and rare earth metals, too, as long as both, DOS (E < EF ) and DOS (E > EF ) are high.

Thus, the SCS of Ta and Gd metals are so high and efficient that any FEG prediction is not able to

describe the energy loss process, conducting to high effective FEG density, which has an unphysical

number of electrons at the valence band. It means a FEG description of SCS collapses when used to

transition and rare earth metals. It should be also valid for other metals belonging to these classes,

having in common both high DOS below and above of their Fermi level.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and future perspectives

In this thesis, we investigated the energy losses of light ions in matter in order to attain two major

goals: i) to develop an experimental protocol to measure stopping cross sections with a high degree of

accuracy, and traceability of the sources of uncertainties; and ii) to investigate the failure of the FEG

model for stopping powers of rare and transition metals for low-energy protons.

High accuracy SCS measurements

The experimental stopping cross sections of Al and Mo for protons were measured with high

accuracy in the energy range of [0.9−3.6] MeV using the transmission method. The final accuracy of

the results is 0.63% (0.32% rand. and 0.54% syst.) for Al, and 1.5% (0.44% rand. and 1.4% syst.)

for Mo. Errors were estimated by carefully tracing all uncertainties in the experimental data, with the

uncertainties separated as random and systematic. The final SCS data are reported in text files in the

supplemental material [38].

Varelas-Biersack parametrization was used in an innovative way to subtract the gross behavior

common to all measurements, and to plot the data on an expanded scale. In particular, the Al results

were compared with 131 others from the database compiled by Paul [77] and a reliable agreement

was found, confirming the validity of our procedure. For Mo, published measurements are limited:

only 20 data points from the same database fall within the energy range studied in this thesis. Our

results significantly increase the amount of existing data.

Stopping powers calculated using the oldest and the newest versions of the SRIM code (SRIM 1985

and SRIM 2013) are in excellent agreement with the data for Al presented here, with an average agree-

ment ∆PS of 0.91% for SRIM 1985, and −0.22% for SRIM 2013. For Mo, SRIM 2013 agrees better

with our data (−0.33%) than does SRIM 1985 (1.7%), indicating an update of the SRIM database.
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Calculations using the PSTAR program deviate on average by 1.0% and −0.6% for Al and Mo, re-

spectively. Because of the manner in which energy loss is parametrized in PSTAR, with a low and a

high energy region, the agreement for Mo improves significantly above∼ 1.5 MeV. We also indicated

that with the CASP 5.2 software, without any additional experimental or theoretical information on

oscillator strengths, the average deviation is 2.9% and −1.5% for Al and Mo, respectively.

Our data were also compared to the stopping cross sections evaluated using Geant 3 and Geant 4.

The average agreement of Geant 3 was considered good for Al (−0.80%), but worse for Mo (−4.8%),

and is essentially energy independent. A tendency to overestimate energy loss is apparent for Geant 4

in the case of Al, when the material is defined by the “user”, with an average discrepancy of−0.67%;

while for Mo the average discrepancy is worse: −4.1%. When material is taken from the NIST

database, the deviations relative to the SCS calculated using Geant 4 are 1.2% for Al, and only

−0.53% for Mo. It is our impression that simulation codes like Geant 4 have evolved to a mature

stage where the calculated SCS can well be compared to experimental data. The freely available,

measured SCS database (H. Paul database) that has also been used in this work is another important

resource that simplifies and allows direct comparison with published data without the need to scan

the vast amount of literature on experimental SCS results.

Analysis of the uncertainties indicates that in order to further reduce the overall uncertainty

(i.e. below 1%), the quality of the target foils needs to be improved to a greater extent than do aspects

of the experimental setup. This is a conclusion that can be drawn from our uncertainty traceability

study: the parameters related to the experimental setup - like terminal voltage, statistical counts of

the Gaussian peaks (i.e. irradiation time), PHD effects, and detector calibration, among others - have

been demonstrated not to be the major limiting factors of the final accuracy of the SCS measurements.

This general conclusion is applicable, at the very least, in the energy region of few MeV, which is of

high interest to the IBA community; and where the transmission method is applied using commercial

grade foils. Other methods could eventually be employed using different target fabrication techniques

(such as thin film deposition), but a quantitative comparison of the achievable accuracy will only be

possible after a compilation of its budget of uncertainties.

Breakdown of the FEG model

Stopping cross sections of slow protons in transition (Ta) and rare-earth (Gd) metals have been

measured with an overall uncertainty slightly better than∼ 5%, by adopting and improving an exper-

imental approach based on the ratio of the heights of experimental backscattering (LEIS and RBS)

and simulated backscattering spectra, relative to the heights (in number of counts) of the experimen-
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tal and simulated backscattering spectra of a reference material where the SCS is well known. This

methodology utilizes the fact that the ratios of the spectra heights contain information on the SCS of

interest, and at the same time compensates for effects not yet considered theoretically. As a result, the

new SCS data for Ta and Gd represent an improvement in the amount of data available in the energy

range investigated, while also offering a qualitative study of correlations between the failures of the

FEG model and the band structures of these materials.

Initially, we presented results from the literature indicating the disagreements between the ex-

perimental SCS of some classes of metals (regular and nobles) at the low ion velocities of the FEG

model predictions, and demonstrated that these failures of the FEG could be correlated with the band

structures of these metals. Comparing certain parameter characteristics of the FEG model, like N f

and rs, calculated theoretically, with those values taken directly from experiments - Nf,eff and rs,eff,

(see Tab. 4.1) - it was ascertained that both sets of values agreed reasonably well for regular metals

(Al, Sb and Bi) where the FEG prediction was acceptable; while for noble metals (Au, Ag and Cu),

larger values of Nf,eff and rs,eff were found, and consequently a failure of FEG model was verified.

In correlating these experimental behaviors with the DOS, an interesting characteristic is evident: the

DOS of the d-electrons for noble metals (Au, Ag and Cu) has an offset energy band that is separated

from the Fermi surface EF by only approximately −2 to −7 eV, while the binding energy offset for

the DOS of the d-electrons in more common metals (Al, Sb and Bi), where the FEG model shows

good agreement with the experiments, are separated from the Fermi surface by approximately−30 to

−40 eV. Thus, the proximity of d-electrons of Au, Ag and Cu to the Fermi level, or to the valence elec-

trons, provokes a change in the slope of the SCS data at an appropriate ion velocity vk & 0.2 a.u. For

common metals, where either the DOS of the d-electrons is relatively distant from the Fermi surface,

such as Sb and Bi (i.e. non overlapping), or they do not have d-electrons (like for Al), no threshold

effect was observed, and the FEG is agreed to be good enough to reproduce the experimental data.

With the new SCS data obtained for Ta and Gd for slow protons, we successfully correlated the

collapse of the FEG concept with their band structures. For this aim, the DOS of other two elements

(Pt and Au) were added for the purpose of comparison. In Fig. 4.8, we observe that Gd and Ta exhibit

high DOS below and above EF , thereby allowing low energy excitations with high probabilities. This

high DOS has been associated with high SCS values found for these elements, when compared to Pt

and Au. On the other hand, Pt and Au have low DOS above EF , and this could be responsible for

the low SCS when compared to Ta or Gd. This high SCS for Ta and Gd is not predicted by the FEG

model, suggesting that at low ion velocities, up to the stopping maximum, the efficiency of electronic

stopping of protons in metals strongly depends on the electronic band structure.

Major causes in this case are the electrons in both the occupied and unoccupied levels of the DOS.
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Ta and Gd exhibit considerably higher SCS for slow protons than do noble metals with full d-bands,

like Pt or Au, even when the offset of the d-bands is relatively near to the Fermi surface. Thus,

the efficiency of electronic stopping power can be at least qualitatively investigated and be related to

properties of the band structures. In addition, we found that the occupied f -states of Gd are located

at ∼ −8.3 eV below EF , and we could assume that at v < 0.2 a.u. the f -electrons do not participate

in the electronic stopping process. Therefore an increase in the slope, the velocity threshold vk, of Gd

SCS is not observed at v > 0.2 a.u., as occurred for Au, Ag and Cu, due the proximity of their d-bands

to the Fermi surface. At the stopping maximum for the Gd case, the Bragg’s peak, the combination of

high DOS below and above EF helped to explain the very high SCS found: SCSGd,max ∼ 48×10−15

eVcm2/atoms.

The present evaluation procedure extracting reliable SCS from samples of interest using reference

materials enabled us to investigate correlations of the FEG model with the band structure properties

from very low ion energies (∼ 0.6 keV) to high energies (∼ 600 keV), covering the Bragg’s peak for

the Gd case. This was achieved thanks to the robustness of the method: reliable agreement was found

comparing different setups (LEIS and RBS), different SCS measurement techniques (transmission

and RBS), and even comparing different laboratories (Sao Paulo, Brazil; Linz, Austria; and Uppsala,

Sweden).

Future perspectives

The content of this thesis appears to have raised more questions than answers, especially as regards

exploring the SCS at low energy. Two major lines of research have been created at LAMFI-IFUSP:

attaining high-accuracy SCS measurements, and exploring more fundamental aspects of the SCS

related to the electronic structure of different classes of metals. This is now possible by adopting an

ingenious experimental method measuring the relative SCS in bulk samples that opens an opportunity

to measure SCS of most of the elements for projectiles with low energies. Although the measurements

are relative, this methodology allows measuring SCS with acceptable precision.

The proposed methodology of relative SCS measurements has been tested, and the data compared

with data of Al (including the highly accurate transmission data). Experimental results with novel

results for seven other elements besides Ta and Gd (V, Ag, Ni, Pd, Nb, Hf, Pt) were obtained for both

H+ and He+ ions at energies ranging from keV up to tens of MeV. The overall uncertainties averaged

over all the data measured was ∼ 5%, mainly due to fluctuations of the primary beam current. There

is much opportunity for improvement here. Another advantage of this procedure is that it uses bulk

samples, which are easier to prepare and produce. To cover this large energy range, the measurements
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were carried out in collaboration with the three laboratories mentioned above.

As we now have SCS data around the Bragg’s peak for both H+ and He+ ions, having estab-

lished the case for Gd, a study correlating the level of occupied and unoccupied DOS of other special

transition and rare-earth metals would be of immense interest.
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Chapter 6

Further scientific production

During the time of the execution of this project, we have worked on another parallel topics related

with Ion Beam Analysis and, therefore, related with energy loss of light ions. Thus, we want very

briefly to list other scientific productions achieved in this period.

Papers published as collaborator

1. T. F. Silva, C. L. Rodrigues, M. Mayer, M. V. Moro, G. F. Trindade, F. R. Aguirre, N. Added, M.

A. Rizzutto, and M. H. Tabacniks, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. B 371 86-89 (2015) (see Ref. [110]).

2. M. A. Rizzutto, M. V. Moro, T. F. Silva, G. F. Trindade, N. Added, M. H. Tabacniks, E. M.

Kajiya, P. H. V. Campos, A. G. Magalhaes, and M. Barbora, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. B 332 411-

414 (2014) (see Ref. [170]). In this manuscript entitled: “External-PIXE analysis for the study

of pigments from a painting from the Museum of Contemporary Art”, we used the external ion

beam analysis line of the Tandem accelerator at the LAMFI laboratory for the characterization

of a cultural heritage object. In-air Particle Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) analyses were

carried out on an oil painting by the Italian painter, Mario Sironi. This painting is particularly

interesting due to paintings on both sides (oil on canvas on the front and oil on wood on the back

side). We found the PIXE analysis could help us on the identification of the pigment similarities

on both sides of the painting, suggesting the same authorship.

3. T. F. Silva, M. V. Moro, G. F. Trindade, N. Added, M. H. Tabacniks, R. J. Santos, P. L. Santana,

and J. R. R. Bortoleto, Thin Solid Films 545 171-175 (2013) (see Ref. [23]). In this manuscript

entitled: “Ion beam analysis of a-C:H films on alloy steel substrate”, an a-C:H thin film (also

known as Diamond-like Carbon thin) deposited by plasma immersion ion implantation on an

alloy steel was analyzed using a self-consistent ion beam analysis technique (same idea applied
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afterwards in the paper of MultiSIMNRA). The sample was analyzed by particle-induced x-ray

emission (PIXE) (for trace elements), elastic backscattering spectrometry (EBS) (for carbon),

forward recoil spectrometry (ERDA) (for hydrogen) and Rutherford backscattering spectrome-

try (RBS) (for film morphology). The self-consistent analysis provided reliable chemical infor-

mation about the film, despite its ”heavy” substrate. As a result, we could determine precisely

the H/C ratio, contaminant concentration and some morphological characteristics of the film,

such as roughness and discontinuities.

4. M. V. Moro, T. F. Silva, N. Added, M. A. Rizzutto, M. H. Tabacniks, J. B. Neira, and J. B. F.

Neto, AIP Conference Proceedings 1529 110-112 (2013) (see Ref. [171]). In the manuscript

entitled: “High sensitivity boron quantification in bulk silicon using the B11(p,α0)Be8 nuclear

reaction”, we verified the use of the Nuclear Reaction Analysis technique (NRA) to quantify

B in Si samples, and the corresponding detection limits. Proton beam with 1.6 up to 2.6 MeV

was used to obtain the cross-section of the B11(p,α0)Be8 nuclear reaction at 170 degrees of

scattering angle. The results showed good agreement with the previous one found in literature,

suggestion that the B quantification limit - in silicon - can be achieved at 100 ppm level (high

sensitivity) at LAMFI-IFUSP, with averaged uncertainty of ∼ 16%.

Conferences, works presentations and others

1. VIII Taller de Colisiones Inelásticas en la Materia (2016) in Cancun - Mexico. (Oral presenta-

tion)

2. 22nd International Conference on IBA (2015) in Opatija - Croatia. (Oral presentation by Prof.

Dr. Manfredo H. Tabacniks)

3. VII Encontro Sul Americano de Colisões Inelásticas na Matéria (2014) in Gramado - Brazil.

(Oral presentation)

4. Presentation at Escuela Politécnica Nacional (2016) in Quito - Ecuador. (Oral presentation)

5. Presentation at Institute of Physics of Johannes Kepler Nuclear (2016) in Linz - Austria. (Oral

presentation)

6. Presentation at Physics Faculty of University of Barcelona (2016) in Barcelona - Spain. (Oral

presentation)
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7. Presentation at IBA Group of the Uppsala Univeristy (2016) in Uppsala - Sweden. (Oral pre-

sentation)

8. Organization of event: XXXVII Brazilian Meeting on Nuclear Physics (2014) in Maresias -

Brazil.

9. International course “DataFurnace: making full use of complete Total-IBA” (2013) in Guildford

- England.
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Appendix A

Classification of the metals

In Chap. 4 we showed the breakdown of the FEG model concept for protons at low energies

passing through noble metals (such as Au, Ag and Cu), transition metals (such as Pt) and also rare

earth metals (like as Gd). This appendix briefly explains the gauge for judgment used to separate

these metals according to their nomenclatures. Table A.1 contains some examples of metals and their

nomenclature.

Concerning all the elements of the Periodic Table, three-quarters of them are classified as met-

als. About theirs atomic structure, the atoms are typically displayed in one of three common crystal

structures: i) body-centered cubic (bcc), ii) face-centered cubic (fcc), and iii) hexagonal close-packed

(hcp) [172]. Typically, the atoms of metals contain less than half the full complement of electrons in

their outermost shell. Thus, metals tend not to form compounds with each other. They do, however,

combine more readily with nonmetals (e.g., oxygen and sulfur), which generally have more than half

the maximum number of valence electrons. Metals differ widely in their chemical reactivity. The most

reactive include lithium and potassium, whereas those of low reactivity are gold, silver, palladium,

and platinum, for instance.

Transition metals are a sub-class of metals that have valence electrons, i.e. electrons that can

participate in the formation of chemical bonds, in two shells instead of only one. Thus they are

described as elements occupying the middle portions of the long periods of the periodic table of

element (the d-block): groups from 3 to 12.

Rare earth metals belong to another sub-class of metals which include fifteen lanthanide (e.g.,

Gd), as well as scandium and yttrium. Despite their name, they are not especially rare, but they tend

to occur together in nature and are very difficult to separate from one another. The physical behaviors

of the rare earth metals are governed by the electron configuration of these elements. In general, these

elements are characterized having 4 f -electrons on their electronic configuration.
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Table A.1: Table of some metals classified according to: type (simple, transition or rare earth metals), symbol,
atomic number and electronic configuration.

Classification Element Z Elec. configuration
Normal metal Mg 12 [Ne]3s2

Normal metal Al 13 [Ne]3s2 3p1

Normal metal Bi 83 [Xe]4 f 14 5d10 6s2 6p3

Transition metal Cu 29 [Ar]3d10 4s1

Transition metal Ag 47 [Kr]4d10 5s1

Transition metal Au 79 [Xe]4 f 14 5d10 6s1

Rare earth metal Sm 62 [Xe]4 f 6 6s2

Rare earth metal Gd 64 [Xe]4 f 7 5d16s2

Rare earth metal Yb 70 [Xe]4 f 14 6s2
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Appendix B

Programs created for the analysis

Here are the three major programs (in Matlab code [173]) created to evaluate all the experimental

data presented in this thesis. The first program called TRANSMISSION contains the core of the

evaluation procedure adopted in Chap. 3 to obtain SCS with high precision. The second program is

called RBS, and was used to evaluate all the RBS data following the procedure adopted and improved

in Chap. 4. Writing down all the other accessory functions is obviously beyond this chapter, but they

can be localized in the main codes TRANSMISSION and RBS with the suffix FUNC. However, only

one accessory function in special is shown here: FUNC srim. This function allows Matlab to run

SRIM 2013, for any combination of H+, D+ and He+ ion and any element of the periodic table,

returning a vector ready-to-use in Matlab containing the nuclear and electronic stopping powers.

TRANSMISSION.m

1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

2 % This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or %

3 % modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as %

4 % published by the Free Software Foundation , either version 3 of %

5 % the License , or at your option) any later version. %

6 % %

7 % This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful ,%

8 % but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of %

9 % MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the %

10 % GNU General Public License for more details. %

11 % %

12 % You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public %

13 % License along with this program. If not , see %

14 % <http ://www.gnu.org/licenses/>. %
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15 % %

16 % SOFTWARE TO CALCULATE THE EXEPRIMETNAL STOPPING CROSS SECTIONS %

17 % Procedure of analysis: TRANSMISSION. %

18 % %

19 % To use it, please cite the paper: M.V.Moro et al. PRA (2016) %

20 % Accessory functions are neeeded to run this software %

21 % This software is optimized for the LAMFI -USP setup %

22 % The extra functions can be requested emaling: %

23 % moro@if.usp.br %

24 % Before use , please , write to moro@if.usp.br %

25 % Outputs: .txt files containing the SCS %

26 % Dr. M.V.Moro - last update 20/01/2016 %

27 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

28

29 close all; clear all; clc; tic;

30 metodo = ’trans ’;

31 alvo = ’Au’;

32 pasta = ’4’;

33 projetil = ’H+’;

34 unidade = ’eV_TFU ’;

35 step = 100;

36 DL = 450.0;

37 NI = ’sim’;

38 fracao_dE_E = ’sim’;

39 graphpos = ’sim’;

40

41

42 %% 1 Initial conditions and spectra loading

43 [root ,nome ,Z1,M1,MAu ,theta ,stheta ,Z2,M2,Iicru ,dx,sdx]=

44 FUNC_inicia(projetil ,metodo ,alvo ,pasta );

45

46 lista=dir([root ,’SP1_trans/’,alvo ,’/’,alvo ,pasta ,’/*S.dat’]);

47 espec=ones (1024 , size(lista ,1));

48 for i=1:1: size(lista ,1)

49 espec(:,i)=load(fullfile ([root ,’SP1_trans/’,alvo ,’/’ ,...

50 alvo ,pasta ,’/’],lista(i).name ));

51 end

52

53

54 %% 2 Channels [initial and final]
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55 FUNC_canal(root ,nome ,metodo ,espec ,lista );

56

57 saida_canal=fopen ([root ,’programas/outputs/FUNC_canal_ ’,nome ,...

58 ’_’,metodo ,’.txt’]);

59 canais=textscan(saida_canal ,’%s%f%f%f%f’);

60 fclose(saida_canal );

61

62

63 %% 3 Centroid and its errors (chan: peaks integr. and fit MC)

64 [posem ,pocom ,spoIntsem ,spoIntcom ,sigsem ,sigcom ]=...

65 FUNC_centroide(root ,alvo ,pasta ,lista ,espec ,canais ,step ,graphpos );

66

67 saida_centroide=load([root ,’programas/outputs/FUNC_centroide_ ’ ,...

68 alvo ,pasta ,’.txt’]);

69

70 poMCsem=saida_centroide (:,1);

71 poMCcom=saida_centroide (:,2);

72 spoMCsem=saida_centroide (: ,3);

73 spoMCcom=saida_centroide (: ,4);

74 sigMCsem=saida_centroide (: ,5);

75 sigMCcom=saida_centroide (: ,6);

76 ssigMCsem=saida_centroide (: ,7);

77 ssigMCcom=saida_centroide (: ,8);

78

79 sposem (: ,1)= sqrt(spoIntsem .^2 + spoMCsem .^2); % sPos WITHOUT

80 spocom (: ,1)= sqrt(spoIntcom .^2 + spoMCcom .^2); % sPos WITH

81

82

83 %% 4 Incident beam enegy E0 (accelerator parameters)

84 FUNC_energia(

85 root ,nome ,metodo ,...

86 0.019 ,0.98244 ,0.000061 ,0.01931 ,0.00067 ,1E-3 ,150E-6

87 );

88 saida_energia=load(

89 [root ,’programas/outputs/’,’FUNC_energia_ ’,nome ,’_’ ,...

90 metodo ,’.txt’]

91 );

92

93 Treal = saida_energia (: ,3);

94 sTreal = saida_energia (:,4);
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95 Einc = saida_energia (:,5);

96 sEinc = saida_energia (: ,6);

97

98

99 %% 5 Au-scattered ions energy (kinematic factor)

100 [razao ,srazao] = FUNC_cinematica(projetil ,’Au’,theta ,stheta );

101

102 Eapos (:,1) = Einc (:,1) .* razao;

103 sEapos (:,1) = Eapos (:,1) .* sqrt(( srazao/razao )^2+( sEinc (: ,1)./...

104 Einc (: ,1)).^2);

105

106

107 %% 6 PHD correction at E_apos (without foil)

108 fprintf(’%s\n\n’,’Correcao de PHD para E1 sendo calculada.’);

109

110 dE_DL_sem = zeros(length(Eapos ),1);

111 dE_NI_sem = zeros(length(Eapos ),1);

112 for i=1:1: length(Eapos)

113 [dE_DL_sem(i),dE_NI_sem(i)]= FUNC_PHD(projetil ,DL,NI,Eapos(i));

114 end

115

116 Eapos_corrPHD = Eapos + (dE_DL_sem + dE_NI_sem );

117 sEapos_corrPHD = sEapos;

118

119

120 %% 7 Detector calibration

121 fprintf(’%s\n\n’,’Calibrando detetor S (120). ’);

122

123 [g,off ,sg,soff]= FUNC_mmqRETA(Eapos_corrPHD ,posem ,sEapos ,sposem );

124

125

126 %% 8 PHD correction at E_com (with foil)

127 fprintf(’%s\n\n’,’Correcao de PHD para E2 sendo calculada ...’);

128

129 Ecom (:,1) = g.* pocom + off;

130

131 dE_DL_com = zeros(length(Ecom ),1);

132 dE_NI_com = zeros(length(Ecom ),1);

133 for i=1:1: length(Ecom)

134 [dE_DL_com(i),dE_NI_com(i)]= FUNC_PHD(projetil ,DL,NI,Ecom(i));
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135 end

136

137

138 %% 9 Calculating: dE, Emean and dE/dx

139 fprintf(’%s\n\n’,’Calculando dE , sdE , Emean e dE/dx’);

140

141 PHD = (( dE_DL_sem - dE_DL_com) + (dE_NI_sem - dE_NI_com ));

142 dEcorrPHD = g .* (posem - pocom) + ( PHD );

143 sdEcorrPHD = dEcorrPHD .* sqrt( (sposem ./(posem -pocom )).^2 +...

144 (spocom ./(posem -pocom )).^2 );

145 Emean = Eapos_corrPHD - 0.5.* dEcorrPHD ;

146 dEdx = 1000.* dEcorrPHD ./dx;

147

148

149 %% 10 Impurities corrections (from RBS+PIXE) by Bragg ’s rule

150 fprintf(’%s\n\n’,’Correcting SCS by target impurities ’);

151

152 [EFe ,SPeFe ,SPnFe] = FUNC_srim(projetil ,’Fe’,unidade ,1);

153 [EMn ,SPeMn ,SPnMn] = FUNC_srim(projetil ,’Mn’,unidade ,1);

154 [EZn ,SPeZn ,SPnZn] = FUNC_srim(projetil ,’Zn’,unidade ,1);

155 [EZr ,SPeZr ,SPnZr] = FUNC_srim(projetil ,’Zr’,unidade ,1);

156 [EC ,SPeC ,SPnC] = FUNC_srim(projetil ,’C’,unidade ,1);

157 [EO ,SPeO ,SPnO] = FUNC_srim(projetil ,’O’,unidade ,1);

158

159 Fe = interp1(EFe ,( SPeFe+SPnFe),Emean(:,1),’cubic’);

160 Mn = interp1(EMn ,( SPeMn+SPnMn),Emean(:,1),’cubic’);

161 Zn = interp1(EZn ,( SPeZn+SPnZn),Emean(:,1),’cubic’);

162 Zr = interp1(EZr ,( SPeZr+SPnZr),Emean(:,1),’cubic’);

163 C = interp1(EC ,(SPeC+SPnC),Emean (:,1),’cubic ’);

164 O = interp1(EO ,(SPeO+SPnO),Emean (:,1),’cubic ’);

165

166 if strcmp(alvo ,’Al’);

167 Imp(:,1) = 0.001303.* Fe + 0.00034.* Mn + 0.000098.* Zn +...

168 0.00986.*C + 0.00687.*O;

169 Norm = 1 -(0.001303 + 0.00034 + 0.000098 + 0.00986 + 0.00687);

170 elseif strcmp(alvo ,’Mo’);

171 Imp(:,1) = 0.0000641.* Fe + 0.0186.*C + 0.0082.*O;

172 Norm = 1 - (0.0000641 + 0.0186 + 0.0082);

173 elseif strcmp(alvo ,’Hf’);

174 Imp(:,1) = 0.0041.* Zr + 0.0.*O ;
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175 Norm = 1 - (0.0041 + 0.0);

176 elseif strcmp(alvo ,’Nb’);

177 Imp = zeros(length(Emean ),1);

178 Norm = 1;

179 end

180

181 dEdx = (1/ Norm ).*( dEdx - Imp);

182

183

184 %% 11 Uncertainties calculations

185 fprintf(’%s\n\n’,’Calculando incertezas em Emean e dE/dx.’);

186

187 sEmean = sqrt( sEapos .^2 + ( -0.5.* sdEcorrPHD ).^2 ); %rndEmean

188 sistEmean = srazao .*Emean; %sytEmean

189 sdEdx = dEdx.*sqrt( (sdEcorrPHD ./ dEcorrPHD ).^2 ); %randSCS

190

191

192 %% 12 Energy fraction: dE/E < 20%

193 fprintf(’%s\n\n’,’Calculando a fracao: dE/Eapos_corrPHD.’);

194

195 frac (:,1) = 100*( dEcorrPHD ./ Eapos_corrPHD );

196

197 if strcmp(fracao_dE_E ,’sim’)

198 if strcmp(alvo ,’Al’) || strcmp(alvo ,’Mo’);

199 pos=find(frac <= 28.0);

200 else %strcmp(alvo ,’Nb ’) || strcmp(alvo ,’Hf ’);

201 pos=find(frac <= 35.0);

202 end

203 end

204

205

206 %% 13 Straggling (under construction)

207 fprintf(’%s\n\n’,’Calculando o straggling em keV.’);

208

209 FWHMsem = sigsem;

210 FWHMcom = sigcom;

211

212 strag (:,1) = (1/2.3548) .* sqrt( FWHMcom(pos ,1).^2 -...

213 FWHMsem(pos ,1).^2 ) .*g;

214
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215

216 %% 14 Saving the SCS data

217 fprintf(’%s\n\n’,’Saving the SCS partial of this set’);

218

219 resultSP =[Einc(pos ,1),sEinc(pos ,1),Emean(pos ,1), sEmean(pos ,1) ,...

220 sistEmean(pos ,1),dEdx(pos ,1),sdEdx(pos ,1)];

221

222 salvaSP = fopen (...

223 [root ,’programas/outputs/ParcialSP_ ’,projetil ,’_’,nome ,’_’ ,...

224 metodo ,’_’,unidade ,’.txt’],’w+’

225 );

226 for i=1:1: size(resultSP ,1)

227 fprintf(salvaSP ,’%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n’ ,...

228 resultSP(i,1), resultSP(i,2), resultSP(i,3) ,...

229 resultSP(i,4), resultSP(i,5), resultSP(i,6) ,...

230 resultSP(i,7));

231 end

232 fclose(salvaSP );

233

234

235 %% 15 Saving the STRAGG data

236 fprintf(’%s\n\n’,’Saving straggling exp. results [in keV]’);

237

238 resultStrag =[ Eapos_corrPHD(pos ,1), sEapos_corrPHD(pos ,1) ,...

239 Emean(pos ,1), sEmean(pos ,1), dEcorrPHD(pos ,1) ,...

240 sdEcorrPHD(pos ,1),strag(pos ,1)

241 ];

242

243 salvaStrag = fopen (...

244 [root ,’programas/outputs/ParcialStrag_ ’,projetil ,’_’ ,...

245 nome ,’_’,metodo ,’_’,unidade ,’.txt’],’w+’

246 );

247

248 for i=1:1: size(resultStrag ,1)

249 fprintf(salvaStrag ,’%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n’ ,...

250 resultStrag(i,1), resultStrag(i,2), resultStrag(i,3) ,...

251 resultStrag(i,4), resultStrag(i,5), resultStrag(i,6) ,...

252 resultStrag(i,7)

253 );

254 end
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255

256 fclose(salvaStrag );

257

258

259 %% 16 A parcial plot of this data set

260 fprintf(’%s\n\n’,’Graficando resultados parciais ’);

261 fig = figure (100);

262 set(fig ,’Position ’, [100, 100, 900, 600]); %Screen: 900 x890 pxs

263 fig = FUNC_subplot (2,1 ,[.08 .05] ,[.08 .05] ,[.05 .03]);

264

265 % Detector calibration

266 axes(fig (1));

267 FUNC_ploterroXY (...

268 posem (:,1), Eapos_corrPHD (:,1), sposem (: ,1) ,...

269 sEapos (:,1),{’.k’, ’r’, ’r’}

270 );

271 hold on;

272 x(:,1) = min(posem (: ,1)) -50:10: max(posem (: ,1))+50;

273 y(:,1) = g.*x(:,1) + off;

274 plot(x,y,’-r’);

275 xlim([min(posem (:,1)) -10 max(posem (: ,1))+10]);

276 title(’Calibracao do detetor S’);

277 xlabel(’Canal ’);

278 ylabel(’Energia espalhada pelo Au [keV]’);

279

280 % Stopping Power

281 axes(fig (2));

282 [Esrim ,SPesrim ,SPnsrim] = FUNC_srim(projetil ,alvo ,unidade ,1);

283 errorbar(resultSP (:,3), resultSP (:,6), resultSP (:,7),’ok’);

284 hold on;

285 plot(Esrim ,( SPesrim+SPnsrim),’-b’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);

286 title([’Poder de fremento para ’,projetil ,’ em ’,alvo ]);

287 xlim([min(Emean )-100 max(Emean )+100]);

288 xlabel(’Energia media [keV]’);

289 ylabel(’Sec. Choque Freamento [1E-15 eVcm2]’);

290

291 sriminterp=interp1(Esrim ,( SPesrim+SPnsrim),resultSP (: ,3));

292 diff = 100*( mean(resultSP (: ,6)./ sriminterp (:,1)) - 1 );

293 fprintf(’%s%.2f%s\n\n’,’Deviation [%} with SRIM13: ’,diff ,’ %’);

294 fprintf(’%s%.1f%s\n\n’,’Fim. Tempo de compilacao: ’,toc ,’ secs.’);
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RBS.m

1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

2 % This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or %

3 % modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as %

4 % published by the Free Software Foundation , either version 3 of %

5 % the License , or at your option) any later version. %

6 % %

7 % This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful ,%

8 % but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of %

9 % MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the %

10 % GNU General Public License for more details. %

11 % %

12 % You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public %

13 % License along with this program. If not , see %

14 % <http ://www.gnu.org/licenses/>. %

15 % %

16 % SOFTWARE TO CALCULATE THE EXEPRIMETNAL STOPPING CROSS SECTIONS %

17 % Procedure of analysis: R B S. %

18 % %

19 % To use it, please cite the paper: M.V.Moro et al. PRA (2016) %

20 % Accessory functions are neeeded to run this software %

21 % This software is optimized for the LAMFI -USP setup %

22 % The extra functions can be requested emaling: %

23 % moro@if.usp.br %

24 % Before use , please , write to moro@if.usp.br %

25 % Outputs: .txt files containing the SCS %

26 % Dr. M.V.Moro - last update 20/01/2016 %

27 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

28

29 close all; clear all; clc; tic;

30 method = ’rbs’;

31 ion_HHe = ’He+’;

32 targ = ’Ta’;

33 ref = ’Au’;

34 lab = ’USP’;

35

36

37 %% 1 Evaluation of the windows range

38 root = ’/home/mvmoro/Documents/dout/analises/’;

39 folder = [ion_HHe ,’_’,targ ,’_’,lab];
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40 if strcmp(lab ,’JKU’)

41 FUNC_winRBS_JKU(folder ,targ ,ref);

42 elseif strcmp(lab ,’USP’)

43 FUNC_winRBS_USP(folder ,targ ,ref);

44 elseif strcmp(lab ,’UU’) || strcmp(lab ,’UU2’)

45 FUNC_winRBS_UU(folder ,targ ,ref);

46 end

47

48

49 %% 2 Load the data and calculation of the H and K

50 fileID=fopen ([root ,’programas/outputs/FUNC_winRBS_ ’ ,...

51 folder ,’.dat’],’r’

52 );

53 col=textscan(fileID ,’%s%s%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f’ ,...

54 ’Delimiter ’,’\t’

55 );

56 fclose(fileID );

57

58 col{1} % Only to check with the Ref. Spectrum is okay

59

60 ion = col {2};

61 E0 = col {3};

62 Emin = col {4};

63 Emax = col {5};

64

65 H_ref_exp = col {6};

66 H_ref_simnraW = col {7};

67 H_ref_simnraO = col {8};

68 H_ref_trbs = col {9};

69 H_ref_simnraFIT = col {10};

70

71 H_targ_exp = col {11};

72 H_targ_simnraW = col {12};

73 H_targ_simnraO = col {13};

74 H_targ_trbs = col {14};

75 H_targ_simnraFIT = col {15};

76

77 H_exp = H_ref_exp ./ H_targ_exp;

78 H_simnraW = H_ref_simnraW ./ H_targ_simnraW;

79 H_simnraO = H_ref_simnraO ./ H_targ_simnraO;
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80 H_simnraFIT = H_ref_simnraFIT ./ H_targ_simnraFIT;

81 H_trbs = H_ref_trbs ./ H_targ_trbs;

82

83 K_simnraW = H_exp ./ H_simnraW;

84 K_simnraO = H_exp ./ H_simnraO;

85 K_simnraFIT = H_exp ./ H_simnraFIT;

86 K_trbs = H_exp ./ H_trbs;

87

88

89 %% 3 Change Emin and Emax weither the ion is H+, D+ or D2+

90 for i=1:1: length(ion)

91 if strcmp(ion(i),’D2+’);

92 Emin(i,1) = Emin(i,1) ./ 2.0141;

93 Emax(i,1) = E0(i,1) ./ 4.0282;

94 elseif strcmp(ion(i),’D+’);

95 Emin(i,1) = Emin(i,1) ./ 2.0141;

96 Emax(i,1) = E0(i,1) ./ 2.0141;

97 elseif strcmp(ion(i),’H+’);

98 Emin(i,1) = Emin(i,1);

99 Emax(i,1) = E0(i,1);

100 elseif strcmp(ion(i),’He+’);

101 Emin(i,1) = Emin(i,1);

102 Emax(i,1) = E0(i,1);

103 end

104 end

105

106

107 %% 4 Experimental SCS for the reference sample (H. Paul database)

108 if strcmp(ion_HHe ,’H+’)

109 [~,~,Eref_exp ,SPref_exp ,sSPref] = FUNC_JKU_ref_H(ref);

110 elseif strcmp(ion_HHe ,’He+’)

111 [~,~,Eref_exp ,SPref_exp ,sSPref] = FUNC_JKU_ref_He(ref);

112 end

113

114 SPref_exp_min = interp1(Eref_exp ,SPref_exp ,Emin ,’cubic ’);

115 SPref_exp_max = interp1(Eref_exp ,SPref_exp ,Emax ,’cubic ’);

116

117

118 %% 5 Simulated SCS for the interest and reference samples

119 % SCS of the SRIM13
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120 % Reference

121 [Esrim_ref ,SPe_srim_ref ,SPn_srim_ref] = FUNC_srim (...

122 ion_HHe ,ref ,’eV_TFU ’,1

123 );

124

125 SPref_srim_min (:,1) = interp1(Esrim_ref ,...

126 (SPe_srim_ref+SPn_srim_ref),Emin ,’cubic ’

127 );

128 SPref_srim_max (:,1) = interp1(Esrim_ref ,...

129 (SPe_srim_ref+SPn_srim_ref),Emax ,’cubic ’

130 );

131

132 % Target

133 if strcmp(targ ,’ZnO’)

134 [Esrim_targZn ,SPe_srim_targZn ,SPn_srim_targZn] =...

135 FUNC_srim(ion_HHe ,’Zn’,’eV_TFU ’ ,1);

136 [Esrim_targO ,SPe_srim_targO ,SPn_srim_targO] =...

137 FUNC_srim(ion_HHe ,’O’,’eV_TFU ’ ,1);

138 [Esrim_targH ,SPe_srim_targH ,SPn_srim_targH] =...

139 FUNC_srim(ion_HHe ,’H’,’eV_TFU ’ ,1);

140 % Bragg ’s rule

141 Esrim_targ = Esrim_targZn;

142 SPe_srim_targ = 0.5.* SPe_srim_targZn + 0.45 .*...

143 SPe_srim_targO + 0.05.* SPe_srim_targH;

144 SPn_srim_targ = 0.5.* SPn_srim_targZn + 0.45 .*...

145 SPn_srim_targO + 0.05.* SPn_srim_targH;

146 else

147 [Esrim_targ ,SPe_srim_targ ,SPn_srim_targ] =...

148 FUNC_srim(ion_HHe ,targ ,’eV_TFU ’ ,1);

149 end

150

151 SPtarg_srim_min (:,1) = interp1(Esrim_targ ,...

152 (SPe_srim_targ+SPn_srim_targ),Emin ,’cubic ’

153 );

154 SPtarg_srim_max (:,1) = interp1(Esrim_targ ,...

155 (SPe_srim_targ+SPn_srim_targ),Emax ,’cubic ’

156 );

157

158 % SCS of the fitZB

159 SPref_fit_min (:,1) = SPref_exp_min;
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160 SPref_fit_max (:,1) = SPref_exp_max;

161

162 SPtarg_fit_min = SPtarg_srim_min;

163 SPtarg_fit_max = SPtarg_srim_max;

164

165

166 %% 6 Experimental SCS for the interest sample: our results

167 % Using the SIMNRA

168 SPtarg_exp_simnraO_min (:,1) = K_simnraO .* SPref_exp_min .*...

169 ( SPtarg_srim_min ./ SPref_srim_min );

170 SPtarg_exp_simnraW_min (:,1) = K_simnraW .* SPref_exp_min .*...

171 ( SPtarg_srim_min ./ SPref_srim_min );

172 SPtarg_exp_simnraFIT_min (:,1) = K_simnraFIT .* SPref_exp_min .*...

173 ( SPtarg_fit_min ./ SPref_fit_min );

174

175 SPtarg_exp_simnraO_max (:,1) = K_simnraO .* SPref_exp_max .*...

176 ( SPtarg_srim_max ./ SPref_srim_max );

177 SPtarg_exp_simnraW_max (:,1) = K_simnraW .* SPref_exp_max .*...

178 ( SPtarg_srim_max ./ SPref_srim_max );

179 SPtarg_exp_simnraFIT_max (:,1) = K_simnraFIT .* SPref_exp_max .*...

180 ( SPtarg_fit_max ./ SPref_fit_max );

181

182 % Using the TRBS

183 corr_factor = 1.00;

184

185 SPtarg_exp_trbs_min (:,1) = K_trbs .* SPref_exp_min .*...

186 (corr_factor .* SPtarg_srim_min ./ SPref_fit_min

187 );

188 SPtarg_exp_trbs_max (:,1) = K_trbs .* SPref_exp_max .*...

189 (corr_factor .* SPtarg_srim_max ./ SPref_fit_max

190 );

191

192

193 %% 7 Evaluation of the uncertainties

194 fileID=fopen ([root ,’SP2_rbs/’,folder ,’/partial1_calib.dat’],’r’);

195 col=textscan(fileID ,’%s%s%s%f%f%f%f%f’,’Delimiter ’,’\t’);

196 fclose(fileID );

197 scharge = col {7};

198

199 sK_simnraO = sqrt((sqrt(H_ref_exp )./ H_ref_exp ).^2 +...
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200 (sqrt(H_targ_exp )./ H_targ_exp ).^2

201 );

202 sK_simnraW = sqrt((sqrt(H_ref_exp )./ H_ref_exp ).^2 +...

203 (sqrt(H_targ_exp )./ H_targ_exp ).^2

204 );

205 sK_simnraFIT = sqrt((sqrt(H_ref_exp )./ H_ref_exp ).^2 +...

206 (sqrt(H_targ_exp )./ H_targ_exp ).^2

207 );

208 sK_trbs = sqrt((sqrt(H_ref_exp )./ H_ref_exp ).^2 +...

209 (sqrt(H_targ_exp )./ H_targ_exp ).^2

210 );

211

212 sQ = scharge / 100;

213 sSPref = sSPref / 100;

214 sSP_srim = 3.0 / 100;

215

216 sSPtarg_exp_simnraW_min = SPtarg_exp_simnraW_min .*...

217 sqrt(sK_simnraW .^2+sQ.^2+ sSPref ^2+ sSP_srim ^2

218 );

219 sSPtarg_exp_simnraW_max = SPtarg_exp_simnraW_max .*...

220 sqrt(sK_simnraW .^2+sQ.^2+ sSPref ^2+ sSP_srim ^2

221 );

222

223

224 %% 8 Build the final vector with exp SCS for the interest sample

225 % This is the version 2 of the RBS evaluation. Henceforth I’ve

226 % deleted the calcuations for SIMNRA_WithoutPSMS , SIMNRA_SCSfitZB

227 % and alfo from TRBS after we have decided how to procedure.

228

229 Etarg_exp = zeros(1,length(Emin ).*2);

230 SPtarg_exp_simnraW = Etarg_exp;

231 sSPtarg_exp_simnraW = Etarg_exp;

232

233 Etarg_exp (1:2:2* length(Emin)) = Emin;

234 Etarg_exp (2:2:2* length(Emin)) = Emax;

235 Etarg_exp = Etarg_exp ’;

236

237 SPtarg_exp_simnraW (1:2:2* length(Emin)) = SPtarg_exp_simnraW_min;

238 SPtarg_exp_simnraW (2:2:2* length(Emin)) = SPtarg_exp_simnraW_max;

239 SPtarg_exp_simnraW = SPtarg_exp_simnraW ’;
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240

241 sSPtarg_exp_simnraW (1:2:2* length(Emin)) = sSPtarg_exp_simnraW_min;

242 sSPtarg_exp_simnraW (2:2:2* length(Emin)) = sSPtarg_exp_simnraW_max;

243 sSPtarg_exp_simnraW = sSPtarg_exp_simnraW ’;

244

245

246 %% 9 Bragg ’s rule for the impurities

247 if strcmp(targ ,’ZnO’)

248 % 0.95 ZnO + 0.05H

249 SP_srimH = interp1(Esrim_targ ,...

250 (SPe_srim_targH+SPn_srim_targH),Etarg_exp

251 );

252 SPtarg_exp_simnraW = (1/0.95) .*...

253 (SPtarg_exp_simnraW - 0.05.* SP_srimH );

254 end

255

256

257 %% 10 Save the files

258 fileID=fopen ([root ,’programas/outputs/SCS_RBS_v2/’ ,...

259 ion_HHe ,targ ,’_’,method ,’_’,lab ,’.txt’],’w+’

260 );

261 for i=1:1: length(Etarg_exp)

262 fprintf(fileID ,’%f\t%f\t%f\n’ ,...

263 Etarg_exp(i),SPtarg_exp_simnraW(i),sSPtarg_exp_simnraW(i)

264 );

265 end

266 fclose(fileID );

267

268

269 %% 11 Plot of the results

270 fig=figure (200);

271 set(fig ,’Position ’, [100, 100, 900, 800]);

272 fig = FUNC_subplot (1,1,[.1 .03] ,[.08 .05] ,[.05 .03]);

273

274 axes(fig (1));

275 semilogx(Esrim_targ ,SPe_srim_targ ,’--k’,’LineWidth ’ ,2);

276 hold on;

277 h=errorbar(Etarg_exp ,SPtarg_exp_simnraW ,sSPtarg_exp_simnraW ,...

278 ’or’,’MarkerSize ’,6,’MarkerFaceColor ’,’r’

279 );
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280 xlim ([1 30E3]);

281 set(get(h,’Parent ’), ’XScale ’, ’log’);

282 title ({[’\textbf{Experimental SCS of }’,targ ]} ,...

283 ’Interpreter ’,’LaTex ’,’FontSize ’ ,14

284 );

285 xlabel ({’Ion energy [keV]’},’Interpreter ’,’LaTex’,’FontSize ’ ,14);

286 ylabel ({’Stopping cross section [10$^{-15}$ eV cm$^2$/atoms]’},...

287 ’Interpreter ’,’LaTex ’,’FontSize ’ ,14

288 );

289 legend ({’SRIM 2013’,’This work - SIMNRA w’},...

290 ’Interpreter ’,’LaTex’,’FontSize ’ ,14

291 );

292

293 pause (1.0) % If the intention is only to save the txt -files.

294 fprintf(’%s%.1f\n’,’Mean uncertainty [%] = ’ ,...

295 mean (100.* sSPtarg_exp_simnraW ./ SPtarg_exp_simnraW)

296 );

297 close all; % Otherwise also coments this line.

FUNC srim.m

1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

2 % This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or %

3 % modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as %

4 % published by the Free Software Foundation , either version 3 of %

5 % the License , or at your option) any later version. %

6 % %

7 % This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful ,%

8 % but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of %

9 % MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the %

10 % GNU General Public License for more details. %

11 % %

12 % You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public %

13 % License along with this program. If not , see %

14 % <http ://www.gnu.org/licenses/>. %

15 % %

16 % FUNCTION TO CALCULATE SCS of SRIM in background %

17 % %

18 % To use it, please cite the paper: M.V.Moro et al. PRA (2016) %
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19 % Accessory functions are neeeded to run this software %

20 % This software is optimized for the LAMFI -USP setup %

21 % The extra functions can be requested emaling: %

22 % moro@if.usp.br %

23 % Before use , please , write to moro@if.usp.br %

24 % Outputs: .txt files containing the SCS %

25 % Dr. M.V.Moro - last update 20/01/2016 %

26 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

27

28

29 function[Energ ,SPel ,SPnuc ]= FUNC_srim(projetil ,alvo ,unidade ,CAB)

30 % [Energ ,SPel ,SPnuc] = FUNC_srim(projetil ,alvo ,unidade ,CAB)

31 % Function to calculates SCS runing SRIM -2013 in background

32 % throught the Matlab. This function reads and modify the

33 % file "SR.IN" (SR module) inside of the SRIM -2013 main folder.

34 % P.S.: Uses CAB = 1 with you are not running for "compouds ".

35 % Imput paraneters:

36 % projetil = ’D2+’,’D+’,’H+’ or ’He+’

37 % alvo = ’Name -SI’ [Al, Si, C, O, Fe, Gd...]

38 % unidade = ’eV_TFU ’ or ’eV_A ’

39 % CAB = Core and bound correction. Default CAB=1.

40 % Output:

41 % TXT -file inside of the folder ’~/SP_teoria/srim/’

42 % Col1 = Energia [keV]

43 % Col2 = SP eletronico [eV/TFU] or [eV/A]

44 % Col3 = SP nuclear [eV/TFU] or [eV/A]

45 %

46 %

47

48 if nargin ==4;

49

50

51 % Incident ion

52 if strcmp(projetil ,’D2+’);

53 Z1 = 1;

54 M1 = 4.0282;

55 elseif strcmp(projetil ,’D+’);

56 Z1 = 1;

57 M1 = 2.0141;

58 elseif strcmp(projetil ,’H+’);
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59 Z1 = 1;

60 M1 = 1.008;

61 else strcmp(projetil , ’He+’);

62 Z1 = 2;

63 M1 = 4.003;

64 end

65

66

67 % Find elements parameters (reading "MVMoroDatabase ")

68 root=’/home/mvmoro/Documents/dout/analises/’;

69 input=dir([root ,’SP.txt’]);

70 dados=fopen(fullfile ([root ,input.name ]));

71 col=textscan(dados ,...

72 ’%s%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f’

73 );

74 col1=col {1}; % Element number

75 col2=col {2}; % Atomic number

76 col3=col {3}; % Atomic mass [u.m.a.]

77 col4=col {4}; % Atomic density [g/cm3]

78 pos=find(ismember(col1 ,alvo ));

79

80 d=col4(pos);

81 Z2=col2(pos);

82 M2=col3(pos);

83

84

85 % Loading SR.IN into SR Module folder at SRIM2013

86 % The following path belongs to my LINUX -PC. Modify for yours

87 cd /home/mvmoro /.wine/drive_c /...

88 Program ’ Files (x86)’/SRIM -2013/SR ’ Module ’/;

89 entrada_srim=fopen(’SR.IN’);

90 linha=textscan(entrada_srim ,’%s’,’delimiter ’,’’);

91 tamanho=linha {:};

92 tamanho=length(tamanho );

93 fclose(entrada_srim );

94

95

96 % This is the core: replacing the new args in SR.IN

97 linha {1}{3}=[ ’"’,projetil ,’_’,alvo ,’_’,unidade ,’.txt’,’"’];

98 linha {1}{5}=[ num2str(Z1),’ ’,num2str(M1)];
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99 linha {1}{7}=[ num2str (0),’ ’,num2str(d),’ ’,num2str(CAB)];

100 linha {1}{11}=[ num2str(Z2),’ ’,’"’,alvo ,’"’,’ ’,’1’,’ ’ ,...

101 num2str(M2)

102 ];

103 if strcmp(unidade ,’eV_TFU ’)

104 linha {1}{13}= num2str (7); % Output Units (7=eV/TFU)

105 else strcmp(unidade ,’eV_A’)

106 linha {1}{13}= num2str (1); % Output Units (1=eV/A)

107 end

108

109

110 % Deleting old SR.IN and generating a new one

111 delete(’SR.IN’);

112 saida=fopen(’SR.IN’,’w’);

113 for i=1:1: tamanho

114 fprintf(saida ,’%s\r’,linha {1}{i});

115 end

116 fclose(saida);

117

118

119 % Running the SR Module. In my case , by WINE in LINUX!

120 [~, resultWINE] = system(’wine SRModule.exe’);

121

122

123 % Loagind the output of SR module

124 entrada=fopen([projetil ,’_’,alvo ,’_’,unidade ,’.txt’]);

125 b=textscan(entrada ,’%s %s %s’);

126 fclose(entrada );

127

128 ener=strrep(b{1},’,’,’.’);

129 SPe=strrep(b{2},’,’,’.’);

130 SPn=strrep(b{3},’,’,’.’);

131 Energ=ones(size(b{1} ,1) -10 ,1);

132 SPel=Energ;

133 SPnuc=Energ;

134 for i=1:1: size(b{1},1)-10

135 Energ(i)= str2num(cell2mat(ener(i+10)));

136 SPel(i)= str2num(cell2mat(SPe(i+10)));

137 SPnuc(i)= str2num(cell2mat(SPn(i+10)));

138 end
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139

140

141 % Deleting SR module into SRIM folder and adding in a new one

142 delete ([projetil ,’_’,alvo ,’_’,unidade ,’.txt’])

143 final=fopen ([root ,’SP_teoria/srim/’,projetil ,’_’,alvo ,’_’ ,...

144 unidade ,’.txt’],’w’

145 );

146 for i=1:1: length(Energ)

147 fprintf(final ,’%f\t%f\t%f\n’,Energ(i),SPel(i),SPnuc(i));

148 end

149 fclose(final);

150 cd /home/mvmoro/Documents/dout/analises/programas /;

151 else

152 fprintf(’\n%s\n’,’Function error --> Please , check imputs ’);

153 end

154 end
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